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BEHOLD BEIRUT 
ARCHITECTURE ' S NEW FRONTIER 
There is a design rena~ssance .. going on in BeiruL. MainGale explores 
the postwar architecture that h as the world abuzz and how AUB's 
alumni and architecture program are contributing. 

THE POST- AUB ARCHITECTURAL LIFE 
MainGale catches up w ith four recent architecture graduates to 
discuss their professional li ves and experiences. 

AN EXACT TYPE 
Alumn u s Nadine Chahine is rapidly becoming known as a leading 
Arab designer in the Middle East region and beyond. 

ARCHITECTURE AND GRAPHIC DESIGN STUDENTS " JAM " 
Come springti m e, architecture and graphic design students strut 
their talents and skil ls in th e department 's annual exhibition. 

SHAPING THE LANDSCAPE OF LEBANON 
St ud ents of AUB's Landscape Design and Eco-Management Program 
are working to preserve the rich eco logica l, cu lt ura l, and historical 
heritage of Lebanon. 

BLUEPRINT IN ACTION 
AUil's Campus Master Plan is in place and moving forward. MainGale 
updates you on the process of building the AUB of the future. 

COMMENCEMENT 2004 
High hopes and profound reflections fi ll ed the air as the Class of 
2004 left AUB and stepped out into the world. 

HONORARY DEGREES 2004 
Profiling the exceptional group of men honored at AUB's honorary 
degree ceremony this year. 

YOUNG LEBANESE MUSICIANS LEARN LESSONS FROM THE 
MASTER 
MainGare attends a specia l master class with ce lebrated cellist 
Yo Yo Main Assembly Hall. 

MORE THAN A STAMP OF APPROVAL : 
AUB RECEIVES ACCREDITATION 
In June, AUB was granted accreditation by the Middle States 
Commission on Higher Education . The process entailed the 
commi tm ent of th e AUB administralion , students , and faculty
and opened new doors to self-growth 
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from the editors 

0 
ne of the most striking features of Beirut today is the reconstruction of the city. 

Renowned archi tects from around the world , as well as those of Lebanon, are par

ticipating in this unique ci tywi de "renovation." From the center of town and the 

hip neighborhood of Gemmayzeh to the outlying high-rise buildings and shopping centers 

-now linked wi th a network of new roads-the city landscape has been rapidly changing. 

This has ushered in a li ve ly debate about the notions of public space and the quality of 

urban life. The leading question is how to preserve Beirut's rich architectural heritage against 

the onslaught of new hotels, corporate buildings, houses of worship, and shopping malls 

designed to represent Beirut as a 21st-century city? While some traditionalists may abhor the 

new-age co nstructions, others view the transformation as the best thing that has happened to 

Beirut. All , however, agree it is a dynamic time to be living in Beirut. 

Archi tecture as a discipline is rather compell ing. The combination of precise design, 

understanding of engineering and construction, and careful consideration of the functional

ity and lifestyle it involves make it a most fascinat ing and demanding field of endeavor. 

One need only look at the high-scale projects around the world, such as the projected 

rebuilding of the Wo rld Trade Center in Manhattan, or Frank Gehry's controversial 

Guggenhe im Bilboa Museum in Spain, or the recently completed Millennium Park in 

Chicago, to see how profoundly modern architecture and urban planning impact and rede

fine daily life. 

Inspired by the high crea ti vity and interest in the city's architec tura l future as revealed by 

the students at their annual "JAM" design ex hi bi tion, we saw it fitting to focus in this issue 

on the various facets of AUB's architec tural program. And for a change of pace, we decided 

to take Main Gate beyond the campus to exp lore the changin g architecture of Beirut. Along 

the way, we met some of the alumni responsible for some of the striking structures-many 

restored and a good number new-that have been giving the city its new and exciting 

hybrid image. And then we thought: what is architectu re without a carefully constructed 

and aesthetic landscape7 So, we fe lt it an ideal occasion to introduce you to the University's 

Landscape Design and Eco-Management Program , where students are learning how to cre

ate beautiful organic and sustainable landscapes. AUB's designs for its future campus are in 

motion , as well , as you will read in our update report on the Campus Master Plan. 

We cannot end this letter without noting that in June AUB received its educational accredi

tation from the Middle States Commission on Higher Educat ion, after five yea rs of concen

trated effort on the part o f all constituencies of the AUB co mmunity. Yes, there has been 

much rejoicing-and a renewed sense of pride in knowing that the stamp of approval is 

offi cia l. The rest o f the world now knows what we have known all along- that the 

American University of Beirut is a superb , first-rate institution of higher learning. 

Congratu lations AUB' 

Ibrahim Khoury and Lynn Mahoney 

Coeditors, MainGate 
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On MainGate 

Thank you very much for sending MainGate all the way to 
Buenos Aires to reach me! 

Antonio Arida (BA '73) 
Buenos Aires, Argentina 

I really feel elated when I receive my copy of MainGate. l look 
forward to the day when my secretary brings it to my desk! I 
now work at the Arab Open University, headquartered in 
Kuwait, as Manager of the Office of the Rector. I'm married and 
have two children. Thank you AUB for still living in us, 
because we still li ve in you. 

Sabia Kanafani (BA '80) 
Kuwait 

On AU B Reflections 
(MainGate, Spring 2004) 

l was happy to read the interview with Professor Emeritus 
Kamal Salibi . As one of his first students back in 1949, I felt he 
was so young, friendly, and understanding. He saw me smoking 
a cigareLLe once, which l hid behind my back, and he pretend
ed not to notice! I was really impressed. I am glad he is in good 
health. Please give him my regards. 

Omar Aclra (BA '55) 
j eddah, Saudi Arabia 

On Environmentally Sound and To the Editors 
(MainGate, Winter 2004) 

Congratulations on the Sunrise-of-MainGate. It is a beautiful , 
pleasurable, and useful breath from the East. The Winter 2004 
edition was a double blast for me. First, the environment theme 
in your "words and pictures" was close to our hearts here in 
California. Second , and even more precious, was a letter on 
page 3, nestled in the "To the Editors" section. There l found 
Najwa Shaheen Haffar's "Remembering the Milk Bar" letter. 
Although l was fascinated by Najwas memories of West Hall , I 
could barely concentrate on the subject she was addressing, 
because in 1951, the year she graduated , l was a summer stu
dent at AUB and fell head-over-heels in love with Najwa. l was 
so preoccupied by memories of her nashing clark eyes, and her 
contagious, rippling laughter, that ! totally missed the Milk Bar 
point. I've been back to the Middle East four times on nag mis
sions and looked for her each time, bm had resolved that she 
had fallen off the edge of the world . Thanks for the memories! 

Bo Bonomly 
Idyll wild, California 

11 to the editors 

On Exporting the Expertise of AUB 
(MainGate, Winter 2004) 

I wi ll start with a complimentary remark. The writer did an 
excellent job. The text is easy to read and the historical facts are 
accurate. However, l felt that the article reported in depth on 
the role of AUBs expertise in Agricultural and Food Sciences 
and to a certain extent in Arts and Sciences, but that the role of 
AUBs expertise in Medicine and Public Health was not given 
equal attention. Also, the article did not report on the impact of 
"off-campus" activities on "on-campus" activi ties (an "import
ing" point of view). l also found that the article did not describe 
the divergent views of the "founders" about the "nature" of REP 
activi ties. Should the approach be "business-like," which entails 
"exporting of expertise," or should the approach be "academic," 
which entails building off-campus academic practices? 

Having said that, th~ question now is, "What's the next step?'' 
The easy approach is to p1int this letter in the next issue of 
MainGate. However the more demanding approach is to write 
another feature, perhaps ti tled, "How to Link Academia with 
Practice." 

Nadim A. Haddad, MD, MPH 
Senior Lecturer and Coordinator of Academic 

Development Projects 
Offi ce of the Dean, Facul ty of Health Sciences 
American University of Beirut 

AUB lvluseum, Post Hall 
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aub news II 

Dr. Ghazi Zaata~i, MEMA chairman at the opening 

A walh around campus with Czech President Vaclav Klaus 

Opening ceremony of the p,,, re Y. Abouhhater (Failed) 
Ambulatory Care Center 
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MEMA Turns 38 
On May 13-16, the Middle East Medical Assembly (MEMA) held its 38th annual conference on 

regional medical education and scientific exchange with more than 1,700 registrants in attendance. 

Organized by the AUB Faculty of Medicine and the Medical Chapter of the AUB Alumni and co-spon

sored by the Cleveland Clinic Educational Foundation, MEMA coordinated its event this year with the 

Global Medical Forum-Middle East. This forum, held for the first time in the Middle East, represents a 

non-profit private global network of select innovators and decision-makers in health care. 

Over the four-day conference, seven workshops were held and 96 speakers lectured on a good 

number of medical specialties, among them internal medicine, anesthesiology, pediatrics, dermatol

ogy, plastic surgery, and molecular medicine. This year's theme, "Women in Health," was covered by 

sessions in obstetrics and gynecology that addressed a wide spectrum of timely topics related to 

women's health. 

At the gala MEMA d inner held at the Phoenicia Hotel , Dr. Samir Hanash (MD '72) was honored by 

the AAA Medical Chapter for his distinguished professional achievements. 

Czech President Reveals Lessons His Country 
Learned Through Reforms 
On May 4, a large audience in lssam Fares Hall heard Czech President Vaclav Klaus speak on 

"Czech Refom1s: Learned Lessons." President Klaus, who is also an academic and an economist, 

described Czechoslovakia two decades after the fall of the communist regi me and the phenomenon 

of the accelerated unification of the European continent into the European Union. He believes that 

the post-communism period in Czechoslovakia was a success and that the period of transition is 

now over. He also remarked on the ongoing conflict in the European Union between the goal to 

liberalize and its aim to unify 

Groundbreaking of Ambulatory Care Center 
and Wound Care Center 
In j anuary, AUBMC and the Faculty of Medicine held a ground breaking ceremony for the Pierre Y. 

Aboukhater (Fahed) Ambulatory Care Center and the Graham and Meredith Rooke Wound Care 

Center. The ambulatory care facility was named after Mr. Aboukhater, chairman and CEO of the 

Global Group of Companies, who donated $2 million before his death to rehabilitate AUB's former 

Out-Patient Department (OPD) and to establish a wound care center. The Graham and Meredith 

Rooke Wound Care Center was named in memory of the children of Dr. Thorn Rook, a distin

guished Mayo Clinic physician and trusted friend of Pierre Aboukhater. 

Vice President of Medical Affairs and Dean of the Faculty of Medicine Nadim Can as lauded 

Aboukhater's generosity and recalled the wish he had expressed before his death : "I want to help 

you develop an ambulatory care center, like in the Mayo Clinic, to provide convenient one-stop, 

same-day medical care to patients, and to contain within it a wound care center. " 

Dr. Rooke, the father of Graham and Meredith Rooke and a cardiovascular researcher and professor 

of vascular medicine at the Mayo Clin ic, who was in Beirut to attend the ceremony, shared his 

thoughts on the challenges and possibilities currently faci ng wound care. 



Agricultural Policies in the Arab World 
The first biennial symposium, "Agricultural Policies in the Arab World ," held on june 18, 

consisted of a series of lectures stressing the importance and necessity of policy reforms in the 

agriculture sector. Dean of the Faculty of Agricultural and Food Sciences Nuhad Daghir welcomed 

the speakers and thanked the organizers for their support. In his remarks, Musa Frieji , president of 

the Agricultural and Food Sciences Alumni chapter, which had organized the event , emphasized 

the importance of agriculture in the "unindustrialized" Arab world. Lebanese Minister of Agriculture 

Ali Al-Khalil , on his part, gave praise to AUB for its leading role in the field and noted Lebanon's 

dire need for agricultural policies. Presentations at the symposium were made by Dr. Mohammad 

Osman , Dr. Adel Cortas, Dr. Marieme Fall , Dr Mekki Al-Shibly, and Dr Elias Ghantous. 

IC Director Arthur Charles Links Evaluations with 
Professional Growth 
On May 4 , many members of the AUB community listened to a lecture by International College 

Director Arthur Charles, "Combining Teacher Evaluation and Professional Growth." 

In his opinion, evaluation should be an ongoing, productive process incorporating observations, 

feedbacks, writings, and discussions, in order to make the process a "very active, rather than passive 

one." 1t should consist of many steps, in which the instructor participates in deciding on the criteria 

by which he will be evaluated and the people who wi ll conduct the evaluation, as well as by giving 

feedback on the areas in need of improvement. According to Charles, adopting this method for 

instructor evaluation will incur positive changes and eventually induce professional growth. 

Top US journalists Cover 
Campus 

r\bnut tWL1 dozen t\UB studcms participated in 

a roundtable discussion with a gwup ,1f US 

scni,,r editors and news producers on I\ b y II . 

Although the forum focused primarily on eL"Ll

n,1miL" issues, the ,·om·ersatinn quickly nwwd 

to L1thcr lLlpics. such as perceptions of the 

United States in the t\mh wDrld, the US gL1\"

crnnKnt:S attempt lLl "" imp,lsc·· dcnlllLT•lL"Y in 

the rcginn. and the bias of the US media in 

reponing Lln issues related tn the region. 

Zahar l lankir. ,1ssnci,u,· cditL1r of the ALIR stu

dent puhlicuion L)utlook. n1mnKnted tlut 

alth,1ugh there w•ts ,,·idesrread agtTemc'nt 

about the need for n:-f,H·m in the regiL1n. there 

11·as also a lc1t of reluctance lll embral"C US 

cllons to impnSL' rcf,1rm . .Jim i\liehacls, deputy 

Wl1rld editnr fllr US.-\ "![1day. followed up nn 

this JlLlint ,md asked tilL' studems what they 

• th,mght needed to be dL1ne to mm·c wward 

grc,uer rdorm in the region. Hassan ML1hanna. 

1·icc president of the Llnil"crsity Student Faculty 

Committee, pointed to the need in Lehan,1n for 

a stronger sense of ""citi:enship in the real sense 

of the ,,.,1rd ... and \\Till un to explain. "Tno 

many Lebanese feel grcak' r loyalty tL> their sect 

than to their CL1Ulllry. "" On both sides, the clia

lDgue was spirited and in format ii"L' . 

The gmup of US ediwrs and pr,>dtll"ers had 

tra1·ded tn LL'IXlllLlll and Syria undn the aus

pices or the lntcrnatiL1nal Rcpl1rting f'WJeel or 
the Paul 1-1. Nit:r Schnol of i\th-ancrd 

lnternatinnal Studies (S:\IS) ,1fjnhns IIL1pkins 

Unil"ersity. During their fact-finding trip, they 

alsnmet with l're,;ident \\ ',urrhury. Pt\l\"L1Sl 

llcuh . ,md a number ,1r ,\LJI3 l~tL·ulty ll\L'mhn,; 

s,·\"cral L1f the L'dit<1rs panil"ipatrd in an C\"<'nl 

sp,1ns,1rc·d by the Center f,1r American Studie,; 

and Researd1 (C\S:\R). ,,·hic"h prp1·ided 

II aub news 

Ministe r of Agriculture attends biennial symposium 

the audience with the pnspecl!ITS nf American 

jl1urnalists l"iS-<i-l·is their nwcragc nf the Middle 

East. 

AUBs Cemer for Arab and l\·liddlc Eastnn 

Studies (Cr\iviES) worked closely with the 

lntcrnatinnal Rqxming Pwjcl"l in organizing 

the 1·isit. The gt-c1up included n:pt"L'sentatii"L"S 

ft\1111 the Associ,1l<'cl Press, TIJc Buliinwrc Sun. 

TIJc Boston Glol>c. TIJc (Cccfw· Rupids) Gu:::cllc. 

Fwntlind \\"orld (PRS) . Tile 1\w~>us Citr Stur. 

Knight Ridder Newspapers. Tltc ,\ /it1mi 1/cruld. 

National Public R<1clin , Ne11·swcek.com. tlic 

St"t!ttlt- p,,st-lnlcll(~cnc"cr. Til,· (1(,fc,fo) Bllltk. and 

l '.SA Todt!l' . The jL1urnalists kept up ,\ furious 

pace during their L111L' -\\"l'l'k 1·isit. st,ming early 

in the morning and nmtinuing thn1ugh dinnc'l" 

,1n most days. 
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aub news II 

Nabil Azar presents the Azar Ar-chitecture Award to Sandra Richani 

IVE ITY OP: .1'!IRUT" 

'~'..li:'Z Tll(;U9AND. ONt.:P 

Pepsi Cola presents eighth annual gift to AUB 

Dean Khalil Buar· gives FAS Alumni an updmc 

I MainCat e Summer 20 04 

A Fabulous Gala to Raise Scholarship Funds 
AUBs Scholarship Fundraising Committee netted an impressive $70,000 for needy students at a 

gala dinner held in April , which was attended by AUB alumni, faculty, administrators, and members 

of the Beirut community Students who have benefited from the committees fundraising efforts 

were on hand to greet guests at the door. 

In his welcoming remarks, President Waterbury stressed the value of scholarship aid, saying it was 

one of the best ways to provide a diversified environment for students from different backgrounds 

and culLUres, in which they could meet and exchange ideas and beliefs. 

Scholarship Committee Chair Khalil Makkawi promised that the committee would continue 

fund raising in Lebanon and other countries through contacts with a variety of prospective donors. 

One aim, he added, was to encourage AUB's worldwide network of alumni to provide more support 

Annual Architecture Award Announced 
A small but solid audience of students, family members, AUB administrators, and faculty was on 

hand fo r the ceremonial bestowal of the annual Fawzi W Azar Architecture Award. Howayda AI

Harithy, chair of the Architectu re and Design Department, in describing the history of the award , 

thanked Nabil Azar for his efforts in "p romoting and rewarding excellence in architecture." Azar 

then announced Sand ra Richani as the winner and proceeded to congraLUiate her for her outstand

ing project, as he presented her with a check for $10,000. 

The award is annually given to a fourth-year architecture student to cover his or her fifth-year 

tuition. Winners are selected from those candidates who qualify by achieving one of the fi ve highest 

averages in their design courses and also by chalking up one of the three highest grades in their 

fourth-year projects. 

Pepsi Cola International Continues Support 
On a visit to AUB in May, Omar Fa rid , franchise vice president of Pepsi Cola, Middle East Region 

and North Africa, presented Pepsi Cola International's eighth annual gift of student financial aid to 

the University The check, in the amount of $35,000, brings the total of Pepsi Colas donations to 

$265 ,000, all used to provide aid to a total of 53 students so far. Just like last year, seven students 

majoring in business administration , public administration, engineering and architecture, money 

and banking, and medicine will benefit from the company's gift. 

A Special Report to Alumni on the Faculty of Arts 
and Sciences 
In a presentation made in College Hall on April 23, Khalil Bitar, dean of the Faculty of Arts and 

Sciences (FAS), addressed a select group of FAS alumni on some of the recent developments in the 

faculty, among them the availability of new majors and degrees and the introduction of minors in 

all departments. He emphasized the importance of research at AUB and the role played in that 

regard by the Central Research Science Laboratory He also discussed the work of the faculty's 

research centers, such as the Center for Arab and Middle Eastern Studies, the Center for Advanced 

Mathematical Sciences, and the Center for American Studies and Research . He noted , furthermore, 

that FAS and AUB are cu rrently facing some new cha llenges, such as com petition from the growing 

num ber of un iversities in the region . 



Coca-Cola Launches Sports Fund 
Realizing the important role of AUBin encouraging its students to get involved in extra-curricular 

activities such as clubs and sports, Coca-Cola fTOm now on will be contributing $10,000 a year to 

establish and maintain the Coca-Cola Sports Fund . The company$ decision is in line wi th its cur

rent campaign to promote sports and a healthy active life in Lebanon and the region. 

The fund will be used to support sports activities at AUB, including subsidizing the travel of the 

University$ sports teams when competing in regional or international games. This year, the fund 

will be used to support soccer team activities. 

Sami Salman , CEO of the National Beverage Company, and Rafic Al-Toukhi, regional manager for 

Coca-Cola Middle East, presented the first $10,000 check to Stephen j effrey, vice president for 

Development and External Affairs at AUB. 

US Ambassador Vincent Battle Visits AREC 
On April 16, the 150 farmers who participated during 2003 in the Forage Development Training 

Program organized by the Faculty of Agricultural and Food Sciences at AUB's Agricultural Research 

and Educational Center (AREC) in the Beqa'a. The ceremony was attended by US Ambassador 

Vincent Battle and Director of the United States Agency for International Development (USA !D) 

Raouf Youssef. Ambassador Battle spoke about the importance of the program, which was launched 

in 1998 under a cooperative agreement between USAID and AUB and is part of the USAID 

Expanding Economic Opportunities program for Lebanon. 

Majida and Aida Siniora Memorial Prizes Awarded 
AUB Professor Usama Arabi was awarded the Majida Siniora Memorial prize fo r his book, Studies in 

Modern Islamic Law and jurisprudence, while Professor Farid Al-Khazen received the Aida Memorial 

award for his book, The Breakdown of the State in Lebanon 1967-1 976. 

Back in 1988, the Siniora family had established three research prizes: the Majida Siniora Memorial 

Prize for the best publication in the field of Arabic studies, the Aida Siniora Memorial Prize for the 

best publication in the fields of political science and public administration, and the Kiram Siniora 

Memorial Prize for the best publication in the fields of social sciences, population studies, anthro

pology, or epidemiology 

President Waterbury and Lebanese Minister Fouad Siniora presided over the award ceremony. Sami 

Siniora, the eldest of the Siniora brothers and sisters, read a word originally written by their late 

father Abdulbasit Siniora, which noted the unique academic contributions of AUB and its profes

sors. 

Palestinian Cultural Club Fund Builds for Continuity 
The Palestinian Cultural Club has established the Palestinian Cultural Club Scholarship Fund, 

which aims at providing assistance to needy and qual ified Palestinians living in refugee camps to 

study at AUB. The scholarships awarded will cover full tuition costs for all the undergraduate years 

of study at AUB. 

Abdel Mohsen Y. Abo-Shukaidem, member of the Foundation Committee for American University 

of Amman launched the fund with an initial gi ft. In a short span of time, the Palestinian club man

aged to build a solid foundation to assure continuity of the fun d by setting up offices in Lebanon , 

j ordan , and the UAE to connect with possible donors. 

II aub news 

Coca-Cola visits AUB to launch sports fund 

Minister Siniom and members of his family witl1 President 
Waterbu•y and Provost Heath a! prize ceremony 
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aub news II 

Artist Nabil Nahas before his large canvas 
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"Today, knowledge is an integral element in human development , social advancement, and scientif

ic productivity Our objective is to prevent shortfalls in foreign aid from denying Palestinian 
refugees access to the tools of information and knowledge needed to provide the essentials for a life 
of empowerment and dignity," said Rasha Ismail, the scholarship fund 's president, when asked 

about the fund 's objectives. 

Artist Nabil Nahas Reflects on His Work 
In a lecture sponsored by the AUB Art Center Committee, Lebanese-American painter abil Nahas 
filled Issam Fares Hall with colors on April 7 as he traced the development of his artistic career, 

from its start in 1970 in New York to the present day. 

Nahas, who received his BFA from Louisiana State University and his MFA from Yale University, 
focused at the beginning of his career on a depiction of pictorial space marked by a Baroque ten

dency before shifting to a geometric style influenced by Islamic art. During the 1980s, when Nahas 
felt the need to instill more human emotion in his work, he returned to his original Baroque 

approach. Nahas emphasized the importance of nature in his art , of how it was a major source 
of inspiration for him. 

The recipient of several awards, including a National Endowment for the Arts fellowship in 1980, 
the artist has had a number of solo exhibitions and frequently participates in art fairs and collective 

exhibitions 



New Head of Human Resources 
James Radulski , who was appointed to the position of deputy vice president for Human Resources 

in June, comes to AUB with over 30 years of experience as a human resources professional. He has 

held senior executive positions at major multinational institutions and companies of 5000-plus 

employees-among them, he served as vice president of human resources of the American Express 

Company in the United States and Mexico as well as of Al-Ghanim Industries in Kuwait. 

Radulski's job is to lead the University in its development of human resources, polices, and pro

grams. His responsibilities will include overseeing organizational planning and development; 

employee relations, training, and employment; compensation, benefits, safety, and health; as well 

as performance appraisals, work load analysis, market surveys, and organizational structuring. 

Talking Iraq 
In May, Professor of History Peter Sluglett of the University of Uwh and a visiting fellow at All Souls' 

College at Oxford University gave a lecture, "The United States in Iraq: What Went Wrong?" that was 

organized by the Department of Political Studies and Public Administration. Sluglett's publications 

include Iraq Since 1958: From Revolution to Dictatorship (I. B. Tauris, 1990) with Marion Sluglett, and 

The British and French Mandates in Comparative Perspectives (Brill, 2003). 

REP Provides Training to Palestinian Red 
Crescent Society 
On April 30, AUB:S Office of Regional and External Programs (REP) awarded certificates to seven 

trainees from the Palestinian Red Crescent Society of Lebanon in the maintenance and repair of 

medical equipment. The course had been given by the Medical Engineering Department of AUBMC 

from March to April. In his remarks at the ceremony, Nabil T. Nassar, professor of medicine and 

AUB coordinator of the program, expressed thanks to both the European Union for its financial 

support and to the International Committee for the Development of Peoples (CISP), an Italian NGO 

that had initiated the training program. 

Remembering Shehadeh Abboud 
On the occasion of the first anniversary marking the passing away of Shehadeh Abboud, the Office 

of Regional and External Programs organized a memorial service in fond remembrance. Each speak

er paid tribute to Shehadeh Abboud:S legacy as a teacher in Sidon and at AUB, and to his exemplary 

service during his long administrative tenure at AUB as director of the Orientation Program, associ

ate registrar, director of the Special English Training Program for the Hariri Foundation, assistant to 

the vice president for Regional and External Programs, and director of the Continuing Education 

Center. 

At the memorial, it was announced that the family of Shehadeh Abboud had established two 

11 aub news 

awards in his memory: the Shehadeh Abboud Memorial Nursing Excellence Award for Oncology, to Shehadeh Abboud remembered in Wesl Hall 

be awarded annually to one or two nurses and/or orderlies in oncology; and the Shehadeh Abboud 

Memorial Excellence Award in English to be awarded at the end of each academic year to the best 

graduating student majoring in English. 
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AU Bites, 
you 

Long conversations at the Milk Bar. ... or grabbing a 
sandwich with friends on Bliss Street. 
Running to class with your best friend or going to the 
library to study together. 
Walking across campus with someone special or sitting o 
a bench looking out at the Mediterranean thinking about 
the promise of life that was to come. 
Some things at AUB never change, but students do as 
move on with their Lives. 

Did you ever wonder what happened to your classmates? 
Well, they are thinking of you too. 

One way to stay connected to those special AUB friends 
by sending in your personal news to the MainGate class 
notes. Tell us what has happened to you Lately - a new 
job, awards, marriage, babies, grandchildren, moves, 
published books and articles-and keep in touch. 

Remember-as much as you Like reading 
about your former classmates, they want to 
read about you too! Send your news to 
MainGate at maingate@aub.edu.Lb! 



The late Dr jean Moadie 

Returning 
the Good 
Will 

H 
ilda Moadie laughs when she tells the story 

now. "We had never heard of scholarships at 

the time. We didn't know what they were or 

that such things existed," she explains. 

"Our father retired when my brother was only 12 years 

old. jean-my brother-was worried, because he did 

not know if there would be money for him to go to 

school. My father reassured him that he had enough 

money." Hilda Moadie is relating the story of how her 

younger brother, Dr. jean Moadie1 first carne to AUB in 

the 1930s to attend the French section of its preparato

ry school. (The preparatory school became independent 

in 1960 and is now known as International College.) 

'When it came time for him to go to university, jean did 

not want to do medicine because he knew it would take 

seven years to complete the program. He was always a 

responsible person, and he was anxious to finish uni

versity and get a job so that he could earn money 

quickly and help the family. But, I felt that he wanted to 

study medicine. He applied to AUB and he got in," 

Hllda says. 

campaign update 

She then relates this story: "I was reading a journal that 

he kept when he was 17 years old. In the journal, my 

brother wrote, Today I quarreled with Hilda. I quarrel 

frequently for nonsensical reasons with Eugenie, but 

wi th Hilda it was serious. She was smoking!"' Hilda 

laughs. "Think of that I Even then, he was worried about 

health issues. " 

During his first year at AUB, jean worked as a messen

ger in the president's office. "Whenever he had a free 

moment, he would study. He always got good grades," 

his sister remembers. At the end of his first year at AUB, 

Moadie was informed that he had been awarded a 

Shehadeh Scholarship-and that the award would be 

retroactive to the beginning of his first year. "He had not 

applied or anything. jean was stunned, and he was so 

happy. lt was a very generous scholarship. It even paid 

for his books," Hilda says. 

"We acrually knew the Shehadeh family, because we 

were also from Zahle, but we did not know about this 

scholarship ," Hilda Moadie explains. The scholarship 

made a huge difference to j ean and enabled him to pur

sue his srudies at AUB. Dr. jean Moadie graduated from 

the Faculty of Medicine in 194 7 and went on to enjoy a 

long and distinguished career at AUB, before retiring in 

1988. His sister Hilda was also at AUB for many years, 

working both at the hospital and at the Faculty of 

Agricultural and Food Sciences until her retirement 
in 1979. 

"When we knew that the end was near," Hilda Moadie 

says, "we had this idea to establish a scholarship fund in 

my brother's name, so that we could help other students 

the way jean had been helped. " At the late Dr. Moadie's 

request, the Dr. jean Moadie Memorial Endowed 

Scholarship Fund has now been established at AUB to 

provide financial support for medical students. 

AUB is currently working to raise a $15-rnillion finan

cial aid fund as part of its $140-million, five-year 

Campaign for Excellence drive. "It seems that people 

often want to give money to build something. They 

should also think of giving money for financial aid," 

remarks Hilda Moadie. 
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Marking 50 Years of Public Health Education, 
Research, and Practice 

fA•t't.n 011' to AI,." UIIIU.'75 

1911·l'ftlto 

To Commemorate 50 Years of .Health Sciences 
at the American University of Beirut 

All alumni of the Faculty of Health Sciences (FHS) and the former School of Public Health 
are warmly invited to come celebrate our 50th Anniversary December 9-11, 2004. 

Whatever part of the world you reside in, we hope you will join us on campus 
as we reflect on our past, honor our heroes, and dream for the future. 

With many milestones behind us, we're looking forward to the work ahead . 

T e FHS 50th anniversary pr gram will include 

• Commemoration ceremony • Reception by AUB President John Waterbury 
• Two-day scientific conference • General meeting with alumni • Gala dinner 

As part of the celebrations FHS is preparing an Alumni D1rectory. If you have been out of touch, please let us know 
your current e-mail and postal mailing address so we can include you in the registry of alumni as well as faculty mailings. 

Detailed information on the program is available on our website b1J:p:l/fhs.aub.edu lb/anniversary 

Or contact Dr. Muna ai-Khalidi; tel : +961 -1-374374 (ext. 4687 or 4680); fax: +961-1-744470; email ma77@aub.edu.lb 

reaching beyond boundaries 



Behold Beirut 
Architecture's 
New Frontier 

There is a design renaissance 

going on in Beirut. Mixing 

tradition and modernity with 

east and west, Beirut's new 

city landscape is all at once 

eclectic, cosmopolitan, and 

unique. May Farah writes 

about the postwar architecture 

that has the world abuzz 

and how AUB's alumni and 

architecture program 

are contributing. 

Parliament Building, architect Nabil Azar (BArch '70) 
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I 
stanbul may have its Sinan and Barcelona its Gaudi, but what Beirut 

has may still be too soon to identify judging by the evidence, how

ever, the likelihood is certainly strong that it will not be one exclu

sive name, but many instead, that in the end will distinguish Beirut's 

architectural landscape ... some Lebanese, some foreign , but all decidedly 

remarkable. 

Much of that evidence now exists in downtown Beirut, where the citys 

colossal postwar reconstruction project is currently the largest in the 

world. Big-ticket construction projects, both planned and under way, 

with equally big names attached to them, include Philippe Starcks 

boutique hotel, Stephen Holl's marina scheme, jean Nouvel's high-rise 

complex, and Kathryn Gustafson\; Garden of Forgiveness. 

From the high-end ultra-modem residential seaside complexes now being 

completed to the renovated traditional buildings dotting the Foch and 

Allenby area, plus the Banque Audi Plaza, the stunning new headquarters 

of one of the countrys leading banks, the eye-catching combination of 

traditional and modem is exemplary of what the central district of Beirut 

is becoming-an architectural language that is eclectic, exciting, and 

constantly changing. 

In technical speak, the design approaches that have emerged in the city 

center consist of three alternative movements: vernacular, contextual, and 

modernist. Some have been built, some are being completed, and others 

are still on the drawing board. 

For example, in Saifi village, the l6low-rise residential buildings forming 

four clusters have been designed in line with Lebanese tradition: colorful 

and warm pastel exteriors, Mediterranean red-pitched roofs, and arcaded 

windows. With their Levantine look and modem domestic scale, they 

embrace the vernacular tradition. 

Leading the modernist movement are two buildings, both designed by 

Lebanese architect Pierre Khoury: the United Nations House, with its 

thin-skin curtain walling, and the just completed An-Nahar building, 

with its dramatic shape and strategic location. 

The modernism approach has permeated the traditional souks as well, 

through its main entertainment magnet, the Imax cinema complex, which 

will soon be under construction. The contextual approach is best exem

plified in the Atrium building, with its competition-winning design by 

Terry Farrell and Lebanon's own Nabil Azar, an AUB alumnus. 

Also embracing this tradition are the parliamentary offices by Nabil Azar, 

the embassy complex by Mounir Saroufim, and the Banque Audi Plaza, 

by Kevin Dash of the United Kingdom. 
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Banque Audi Plaza by architect Kevin Dash 

Banque Audi Building by Simone Kos remelli (BArch '74) 



Clock tower in Nejmeh Square, Beirut 

St Geoo·ge 0.-thodox Church by m·chitect Nabil Azar 

Pier-re Khoury 

Simone Kosremelli Nabil Azar 

AI Ahli Bank, by night 

"Being a good architect is about building a building. You have a philoso

phy and apply that philosophy. Considering some of the financial restric

tions and laws in Lebanon , what is being produced is fantastic ," says Azar, 

who graduated from AUBs Department of Architecture in 1970 and was 

the winner of the Penrose Award . 

Azar's Beirut-based firm , which employs about 20 architects, many also 

AUB graduates, has already completed about 15 projects in the clown

town area, including the clock tower at Nejmeh Square, the St. George 

Orthodox Church, the Beirut Municipality building, and the Bank of 

Beirut building, among others. He also has ongoing projects in other parts 
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Azar~ Twin Towers near the National Museum 

of Beirut and Lebanon, and in Saudi Arabia, Algeria, Cyprus, Dubai, and 

Abu Dhabi. 

While he acknowledges the beauty of the downtown area, he questions 

whether it is worth the price being paid. "The space is beautiful , but at 

what cost?" asks Azar. "Hardly anyone can afford an office downtown, 

with the exception of multinationals and the rich from the Gul f. So the 

new working space is for them. " 

Simone Kosremelli, class of '74, agrees, although she acknowledges that 

much of the architecture in Beiruts city center now spotlights the old, 

with 120 restored buildings versus about 20 new constructions. "But that 

ratio will soon change," she laments, referring to the plethora of modern 

constructions in the pipeline. "They should have kept more old buUdings." 

Kosremelli 's own two projects in the downtown area- the restoration of 

the old Banque Audi building, which forms part of the new Banque Audi 

Plaza, and the Al-Ahli Bank, complete with magnificent vaulted ceilings 

and washed stone exterior-are in keeping with the style Kosremelli 

favors: unabashedly traditionalist. "!like a very traditional, very Lebanese 

style," she says. "! prefer working in the Lebanese vocabulary, with very 

modern interiors. People often think the homes I've built in this style 

aren't actually new, that they're remodeled; but they are new." 

"!can't find anything modern that is as interesting as the old Lebanese 

style," she adds. "I've been doing it for more than 35 years; I'm not bored, 

and so far l haven't repeated myself. " 

I MainGate Summer 2004 

Kosremellis architectural firm, which has projects in Lebanon and the 

Gulf, is located in Ain Mreisseh, with a spectacular view of the sea and 

not too far from AUB. Her office employs four architects-mostly from 

AUB-because she likes to encourage AUB graduates who, she says, are 

closer to her style and her way of thinking. 

Like Kosremelli , Azar remains as connected as possible with his alma 

mater. Since 1996, he has been donating a generous $10,000 award 

each year to an outstanding architecture student. 

Azar is also one of the designers working with award-winning architects 

Machado and Silvetti Associates Inc. on the new Suliman S. Olayan 

School of Business, on which construction will begin next April. "It's a 

modem building that sits well in its environment on lower campus," says 

Azar. "It will be entirely open to the Corniche, and it sends a message: I 

am a top-notch business school that is both modern and traditional." 

As Azar points out, while the lower campus highlights more modern 

buildings, upper campus is where the older-and architecturally stun

ning-buildings are located. Many of them have undergone complete 

reconstruction (as with the new College Hall) or extensive rehabilitation 

and renovation (like West Hall), which Azar's firm carried out with out

standing success. 

While Beirut is able to boast so many accomplishments by its own home

grown talent, Kosremelli finds it disheartening that many projects in 

Lebanon continue to seek foreign input or leadership. "There are many 

talented and highly capable architects right here," she says, adding that 

perhaps more accolades need to be bestowed upon them, since "their 

level is quite high ." 

I think we have very good architects and 

very good workmanship in Lebanon. There 

is a lot we can do," says Simone 

Kosremelli (BE '74). "AUB architecture 

graduates have been doing quite well in 

Lebanon and the Arab world." 

Case in point: the new colossal Contemporary World Architecture book, 

which is more the size of a coffee table itself than any coffee table book, 

features 1,052 outstanding buildings from around the world . "Six of 

those buildings are in Lebanon and were completed by Lebanese archi-



tects," says Kosremelli , flipping through the book and pointing out the 

buildings: three are by Lebanese architect extraordinaire Bernard Khoury, 

whose gothic designs--including the restaurants Centrale, B018, and 

Yabani-have attracted international attention. "Compare Lebanon's six to 

three in Israel, two in Jordan, two in Saudi Arabia, and one in Iran," she 

remarks. "I think we have very good architects and very good workman

ship in Lebanon. There is a lot we can do .. and AUB architecture gradu

ates have been doing quite well in Lebanon and the Arab world ." 

Perhaps that has something to do with the fact that students of architec

ture at AUB receive an interdisciplinary education that combines core 

courses aimed at developing their skills and design abilities and providing 

sound engineering and technical knowledge with elective courses that 

introduce them to diverse architecture philosophies, art movements , and 

cultural trends to broaden their areas of interest. 

There is also the fact that the department is changing and renewing itself, 

as it looks to provide students with a more holistic approach to architec

ture. "There have been big changes in the last few years in our vision and 

with the direction of the department ," says Ibrahim Hajj , dean of the 

Faculty of Engineering and Architecture. "We are hiring new people, and 

focusing more on theory and practice together." 

Increasingly, he says, architecture is about considering the human element 

in building. It means making buildings friendlier, more efficient , more in 

tune with the surroundings and the community "So, it's no longer just 

about a building by itself. We have to also consider the quality of life, 

where to shop, how far from school, and so on," says Hajj . "Hopefully, 

our students will look at the whole picture: society, the community, and 

the social effects of buildings." 

Wi th a varied course load , plus a host of activities and exposure to world

class architecture and architects, students are being proffered every oppor

tunity to experience "the whole picture." Over the past several years, the 

activi.ties of AUB's Department of Architecture have expanded to include 

field trips and research undertakings, visiting international 

professors, a lecture series, and the ann ual City Debates seminar. The 

lecture series has aLLracted a number of high-profile figures, among them 

Philippe Starck, Stephen Holl , Amale Andraos, Dan Wood, and Jean-Marc 

Abcarius. 

There have been changes on the department level as well , says Howayda 

AI-Harithy, chair of the Architecture and Design Department, which 

include the introduction of the graduate program and allowing students 

to become more active in molding their own education. 'They make their 

choices and create their concentration areas," says Al-Harithy, who has 

been with the department for ten years and became its chair last year. 

"Therefore, there is a more flexible structu re and it's more interdisciplinary 

in field electives." 

Faculty of Engineering and Architecture Dean Ibrahim Hajj 

Al-Harithy believes students should look upon architecture as soundly 

intertwined with social, political, economic, and cultural spheres, where

by they approach design as issue-oriented , as a system of enqui ry "Our 

approach and the curriculum structure is what makes this department 

unique," she says, noting that in Line with AUB President John 

Waterburys directives to ensure that students receive comprehensive 

training and interdisciplinary support, general education courses--eco

nomics, history, social services--have been introduced into the architec

ture curriculum. "We produce students that go capably and confidently 

into the market and on to graduate studies. " 

One of those students, Bassam Komati, who graduated last June and has 

been working at AUB's Facilities Planning and Design Unit, is off to 

Harvard University this fall to pursue a masters in architecture. 

For Komati , what made the program at AUB rewarding was its multidisci

plinary approach. "It introduces different discourses into design," he says. 

"So design becomes a discourse and not just as a technical word ." The 

program, he continues, "allows you to build your own knowledge of 

design and the electives you choose help you focus where you want." 
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Howayda Al-Hari thy, chair of the Architecture and Design Department 

Mona Harb, coord~nawr of AUB's Master of Urba n Planning and Master of 
Urban Des1gn programs 
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"Beirut as a city is a main object of study, 

and a center of investigation at different 

levels," says Howayda AI-Harithy, chair of 

the Architecture and Design Department at 

AUB. "For example, the postwar recon

struction effort includes buildings on the 

periphery of the center, informal settle 

ments, and so on." 

"Other disciplines are introduced because the whole notion of space and 

design are approached from different perspectives," he says. Komati 's only 

criticism is that the program doesn't fully prepare students for the work

place, something he discovered this past year. "Practice is so different than 

what you learn," he says, but adds that perhaps this is "a good thing, 

because design at universities should expose you to everything and the 

practical you learn on the job." 

However, Al-Harithy says students are receiving hands-on experience 

through small interventions on campus. This year, for example, they were 

included in designing something for the space between Jafet Library and 

College Hall , for the roof of the Power Plant, which is seen all over cam

pus, and for the external space just outside the architecture building. 

"Some of the changes have been implemented ; others are works in 

p rogress," says Al-Harithy. She also notes that, beyond campus and with 

the help and support of faculty, students have been engaging in design 

competitions held by various organizations in different parts of Lebanon. 

"Beirut as a city is a main object of study and a center of investigation at 

different levels," she says. "For example, the postwar reconstruction effort 

includes buildings on the periphery of the center, informal settlements, 

and so on." 

Although the Faculty of Engineering at AUB dates back to 1951, it wasn't 

until 1963 that a program leading to the degree of Bachelor of 

Architecture was introduced. That same year, the school was renamed the 

Faculty of Engineering and Architecture. The various curricula offered 

have since been under constant review to incorporate changes reflecting 

what is happening in the profession and in the region. 

One of those changes occurred in 1998, when a graduate program offer

ing degrees of Master of Urban Planning and Master of Urban Design was 

introduced. Urban design works withi n the format of architectural educa-



tion , dealing with the city as a field and with issues concerned with cities 
as a context. Planning is oriented to the cultural and demographic aspects 
of urban development, concerning itself with policy, 

economics, and social issues that impact urban form. 

Overseeing both degrees is Mona Harb, the coordinator of the masters 

program that now has an enrollment of about twenty students. While 

they are indeed two different degrees, the lines of both are blurred, 

because planners are required to take design courses and vice versa. "The 
design courses are about the tools one needs, whereas planners focus on 

policy and intervention," explains Harb. "But the analysis of reading the 
city is the same; it's multidisciplinary-this is part of the course content." 

Harb says graduate stu

dents are encouraged to 

take courses in other 

areas; in fact, many of the 

schools electives coalesce 

with the offerings of other 

departments. "In other 

schools , the approach to 

p lanning is more or 

entirely physical," she 

says. "We encourage a 

different approach of 

reading and writing the 

city. Its a process whereby 

space is seen as incorpo

rating a number and variety of elements--social, economic, political, and 

cultural interventions." 

As a result, the outlet for AUB:S architecture grads is equally varied . For 

one, there is the field of urban design and intervention , where large-scale 
projects, such as Beirut$ Master Plan , are executed. "They can also work 
for international organizations and agencies that assess urban spaces," says 
Harb. "The whole world of development is open to them." 

For urban p lanners , they go on to become involved in policy and devel

opment and see the city as a product of various forces. "They look more 
at the scale of neighborhoods and consider policy as it relates to city proj
ects; that is, how to better urban li fe and enhance the quality of life," 

explains Harb. "They look at how people live in their daily space and 

think of how to apply solutions for specific contexts." 

Students are shown generic models that have been produced by organiza
tions as solutions. "They are studied to understand why they don't work ," 
she says. An example of an urban design study that students have investi-

gated was to look at one area of the city, like Badaro, and determine how 
it came to be. "Its an urban morphology, so why does it look the way it 
does," says Harb, noting that the students' work is added to the depart

ments growing archives. "Our edge is research," she adds. "AUB has 

tremendous resources, and there is a real need and desire to establish a 
research center to study Beirut, Lebanon, and beyond ." 

In the meantime, Harb, Al-Harithy, and other faculty members have been 
active in trying to push for more AUB involvement on a community and 
municipal level so that the University can play a role in planning and 
development. As the faculty and the department continue to grow, there 
is hope-and a plan-for more involvement. 

The City Debates seminar series was a first step toward that goal-espe

cially last year's look at the Master Plan for Lebanon . "Students were intro
duced to various discourses and became aware of the fact that what they 
were reading and leal1lfng was- very different than what was happening," 
says Harb. "So, it was good, in that they learned a lot, particularly when 

considering such far-reaching questions as: Do we plan for what should 
be or what is?" 

This year, City Debates went in a different direction to show that AUB is 
interested in breadth of coverage. Revolving around the theme titled 
"Whos-e Beirut?" (La Meen Beirut?) , the four-part series of lectures, which 
took place over four consecutive Tuesdays, addressed issues of postwar 
reconstruction, inclusion and exclusion, and what constitutes a "good" 

city. lt was, says Harb, aimed at critically examining the physical and 

social implications of the postwar reconstruction process and assessing its 
impact on the city. 

With the participation of local and international experts, the aim of the 
seminar was "to provide an alternative reading of Beirut ," to "critically 

examine the policies and projects that happened in the city during the 

past decade, and to understand their underlying assumptions and their 
visib le and less visible implications on the city." 

"Beirut is an amazing laboratory for our students," says Harb. And, as the 
city continues to metamorphose, the new buildings, the eclectic designs, 
and the growing contrasts will no doubt continue to provide more areas 
for intervention. 
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The Post -AU B 
Architectural 
Life 

Designing in Dubai 
Michael Habib (BArch '98) 

"! am at a phase in my professional life where l 

might choose to pursue fields of interest that 

will have more to do with planning opportuni

ties," explains Michael Habib from the 

American University in Sharjah, where he is 

part of the Office of Campus Development and 

is pursuing a masters in urban planning. 

Habib, who grew up in Dubai and has worked 

there as an architect since graduation, now 

deals with design coordination of new build

ings at the Sha~ah insti tution. His projects 

range from planning a library, signage, and fac

ulty housing to designing a student center, 

leisure facility, and bicycle racks. The young 

architect, who cites the late Alvar Alto as inspi

ration, is enthusiastic about the opportunities 

in the Gulf. "The region has started implement

ing works of signature architects, which I hope 

will expose the public to what is possible and 

make people realize that similar talent does 

exist locally," he says. "At the same time, we are 

witnessing many cases in which international 
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Michael Habib at his American Un ivmity in Sharjah office 

firms have been imposing alien ideas, conceived 

in remote offi ces around the world. And open 

debate on the validity of such projects has been 

giving the public a say in assessing architectural 

developments." 

Environmental Design 
Anis I. Abou-Zaki (BArch '99); (MSc '02, 

University College, London) 

London-based An is I. Abou-Zaili 

"Sustainability is an increasingly important 

issue worldwide, especially with problems of 

global warming. Buildings consume around 50 

percent or more of total energy consumption," 

explains Anis l. Abou-Zaki from London. 

"Environmental awareness in building and 

master planning can have a strong impact on 



reducing, if not solving, the problem." Abou

Zaki certainly is an expert on this. He received 

his master's in environmental design and engi

neering from University College, London, in 

2002 and works at one of the leading interna

tional firms in the field , London-based Battle 

McCarthy. He is responsible for assisting clients 

in designing low-energy buildings by creating a 

high-quality internal and external environment 

with a minimal use of energy and resources. 

"This is achieved by maximizing human com

fort with low running costs and energy con

sumption," he explains. Projects he has partici

pated in include the Freedom Tower in New 

York and the Pribinova Riverfront master plan 

in Slovakia. 

Abou-Zaki regrettably concedes there are 

almost no environmentally responsive build

ings and master plans in the Middle East, but 

points out that the old architectural styles uti

lized many interesting environmental features, 

such as evaporative cooling and shading solu

tions. "Lebanon benefits from a perfect geo

graphical location, typography; and climate that 

could make the country a leader in environmen

tal design, resulting in huge reductions in energy 

consumption, decreased dependency on fossil 

fuels, and less pollution. This would ultimately 

yield a stronger economy and a better environ

ment." 

On Architectural History 
and Theory 
Fakhry Akkad (BArch '03) 

As a master's student at the prestigious 

Architectural Association School of 

Architecture in London, Fakhry Akkad special

izes in architectural history and debate. "The 

Histories and Theories of Architecture program 

at the school deals particularly with 20th cen

tury architecture and traces the work and rhet

oric that has shaped it," he explains. His dis

sertation is intriguing: "lam investigating city 

authorship in the 1970s through the works of 

a novelist, an architect, and a filmmaker. " 

Cutting-edge scholarship seems to be Akkad's 

trademark, as his final AUB architecture project 

questioned the role governments have in shap

ing the built environmem and the SLrong inOu

ence of the private sector in architecture. He 

looks upon archi tecture in the Middle East 

with some skepticism: "Scores are settled in the 

architectural arena. Architects, clients, and 

authorities are in a cultural limbo--where they 

have grown an affinity to anything they regard 

as 'local' and an aversion to anything 'import-

d
., 

e . 

Akkad, who intends to go on for another mas

ter's in design, is taken by London's vibrant 

architectural scene. He considers his future: "l 

would like to open my own practice one clay, 

but am keen on pursuing a parallel career in 

academia. l believe both professions are dialec

tical." This dual approach may have been nur

tured at AUB. "The chief advantage of AUB's 

curriculum is that it stretches a student's hori

zons by providing a rich interdisciplinary edu

cation that exposes the possibilities of tailoring 

the architectural field to fit one's own interests." 

From Beirut to Boston to 
Beijing 
Hiba Bou Akar (BArch '00) 

Hiba Bou Akar juggled time zones and an 

intensive workload this summer: "l am partici

pating in a five-week workshop in June and 

july that involves exploring the urban context 

of Beijing and Shanghai , studying old Chinese 

architecture as well as modern, while under

taking an urban design project that addresses 

the urban void created by Beijing's newly 

developed light railway; which is pan of the 

city's planned transportation network." Being 

busy is nothing new to Akar-she is currently 

a candidate for a master's in urban planning in 

the International Development and Regional 

Planning Group at the Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology in Boston. 

She arrived at MlT in 2003, having gained sub

stantial hands-on training as an architecture 

consultant to AUB's Facilities Planning and 

Design Unit from 2002 to 2003. "At FPDU, we 

worked as a team on the implementation of the 

Campus Master Plan through developing the 

projects in response to the needs of the AUB 

community. This entailed initiating dialogue 

between the different entities involved in deci

sion-making and transforn1ing the different 

concerns into urban policies and architectural 

guidelines that responded to the University's 

vision and that of the community," she 

explains. 

Hiba Abou Akar at a Beijing urban development and planning 
workshop 

Akar also had the experience of working as a 

consultant with Beirut-based Bawader 

Architects, where she participated in the design 

of several projects, such as the master plan for 

the Hariri V Exemplary School complex and 

the Baalbeck Public School, as well as in sur

veying the Hammoud Hospital in Saida. 

Additionally, she was part of the local team that 

worked with ARS Progetti on developing a 

tourist and cultural urban scheme for the city 

of Baalbeck. 

Urban planning appears to be Akar's greatest 

passion. Her research is focused on urban poli

cies and architecture design alternatives that 

address issues of informal settlements and low

cost housing. "In january 2004 I traveled to 

Laos and worked on informal settlements and 

urban vi llages there," she explains. 'The con

nection with the local people, as well as with 

NGOs, was an invigorating personal and pro

fessional experience." Hiba looks forward to 

returning to Lebanon, with the aim of working 

on the development of housing projects for 

lower income groups. 
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An Exact Type 

Alumnus Nadine Chahine is rapidly becoming known as a leading 

Arabic type designer in the Middle East region and beyond. jaime-Faye Bean 

writes about the precision and grace that are essential to Chahine's designs. 

S 
tepping off the summer-sweltering streets of Hamra into the 

cool office that Nadine Chahine shares with her father, you 

immediately realize you have stepped into a space where an 

and science embrace. Against one wall stands her father's architectural 

desk With its spread of elegant sketches and around it; inhabiting every 

comer, her sister's paintings and sculptures catch the eye. Buzzing com

puters rise from each desk, like a line-up of buildings in a miniature 

cityscape. It needs only a brief conversation with Chahine to discover that 

this merger of technology and grace-with all the painstaking detail , spe

cialized training, dynamism, and delicacy that relationship suggests-is 

equally manifest in her work in Arabic typeface design. 
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Even at this early stage in her career, Nadine's talent is commanding atten

tion. AUB recently commissioned her to develop an original Arabic font 

to use in the Arabic signage throughout the newly renovated West Hall. 

The Facilities Planning and Design Unit (FPDU), having noticed her pre

vious work as a student on AUB's Campus Master Plan website, lost no 

time in approaching her to develop an Arabic font that could "sit beside" 

the Frutiger Latin font being used in West Hall 's English signage. 

Creating an Arabic typeface that can successfully harmonize with a Lalin 

font requires particular attention to two specific areas. First, the Arabic 

typeface must have the same visual presence as the Latin counterpart. 



Both fonts have to be equally accessible to the eye in terms of their optical 

size and the weight of their strokes, and they must both evoke the same 

feeling: formal or informal, industrial, funky, or friendly In considering 

the visual presence of type, the designer must also take care to preserve 

the meaning of the actual writing; a signage font may enhance, but never 

compete with the actual message of the wordage. 

The second key consideration when developing an Arabic font is that the 

designer must honor the authenticity of the script through an understand

ing of the historical development of Arabic characters. Chahine explains 

that designing an Arabic font requires much more than the simple "chop

ping up" of a Latin 

font and re-piecing it 

daily use. (Rimah has made its way into a few projects calling for a more 

bold and distinctive style, most notably in the masthead of the Beirut arts 

journal, Zawaya.) 

After completing her undergraduate work in graphic design at AUB in 

2000, Chahine enrolled at the University of Reading in the United 

Kingdom, which boasts the only international master's program in type

face design. She thrived in the demanding, specialized atmosphere of the 

program, working a full year to develop her final project: a font in both 

Arabic and Latin script that she named "Kufiya." The font is now in the 

process of being registered by Linotype, one of the worlds leading devel-

opers and distributors 

of fonts , based in 

back together. As an 

example of the failure 

to follow this second 

rule, she points to the 

logo of the Spinneys 

supermarket chain in 

Lebanon: in the Arabic 

logo used by the com

pany, the three vertical 

strokes of the "seen" 

character are topped 

h a o 0-!. o ng..aJJ Staff Only 
Ci.:l.lji_w~l Cll:l..C Common Room 

Germany After finish

ing her graduate stud

ies at the University of 

Reading in 2003, 

Chahine taught at the 

Lebanese American 

University as well as at 

the American 

University of Dubai , 

where she gave a class 

in Arabic type design 

by serifs, a design detail that has a long history in Latin script and type 

fonts but which played no role in the historical development of Arabic 

script. Such "blind imitation", Chahine says, ignores the unique beauty of 

Arabic and disrupts its characteristic flow by adding superfluous elements 

that contradict the structure and motion of the script. During her time 

teaching in Dubai, Chahine noticed the abundance of such flawed typog

raphy in the Arabic-language signage and billboards peppering the city, 

and she is dismayed to see similar flaws becoming more and more com-

mon in Beinn. 

Chahines interest in typeface design was sparked when she took a typog

raphy course with Samir Sayegh, part-time instructor in AUB's Graphic 

Design Department. The course introduced her to the specialized field of 

typeface design, or the creation of new fonts. Developing her own font for 

the first time excited her so much that she decided to specialize in type

face design, and for her final project in 2000 she designed two fonts. The 

first, a modular font she named "Sukoun" (silence), has a gentle, unobtru

sive feel and a geometric style. The second, "Rimah" (spears) , uses long 

slashing strokes and freestanding disconnected characters. It took her 

three months to develop the fonts, and the project earned her a Dean's 

Award for Creative Achievement. Chahine adds, with a chuckle, that 

among those to whom she has privately distributed these fonts , most are 

instantly drawn to Rimah, but ultimately find Sukoun more conducive to 

during the spring of 2004. She has also become a fixture on the interna

tional conference scene, participating in panels and giving presentations 

on bilingual and Arabic typography and font design. 

In talking about her professional evolution, Chahine's gratitude for the 

support and opportunities that AUB provided is obvious. She refers to 

Samir Sayegh as a "constant guide" who continues to advise and support 

her. "Even when I was a graduate student and would return to Lebanon 

during my vacation periods, l would make it a priority to see him." She 

also considers Professor Leila Musfi, formerly head of the Graphic Design 

Department, an important mentor. Musfi, together with Sayegh, advised 

Chahines final project, and it was Musfi who urged her to continue her 

education at Reading. 

Most of all, Chahine hails the West Hall signage project as an important 

initiative at AUB and in the region. "It is extremely rare to commission 

Arabic typefaces," she notes. 'That this is being clone at AUB shows that 

the University is really interested in encouraging designers and in sup

porting its alumni, as well as staying in touch with the latest technologies. 

It also contributes significantly to setting high standards of professional 

excellence." 
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0 
n one wall, stretching from the ~oor to well above eye level, 

hung a large drawing carefully demiling war-damaged build

ings in Beirut. Nearby, occupying an equally generous chunk 

of wall space, was a study charting the lack of public LOilets in the Beirut 

Central District, more commonly known as downtown . Other walls 

revealed similar public concerns and curiosities: how once traditional 

neighborhoods--in this case, Ain Al-Mreisseh-were losing their identity 

owing to demographic relocation; the value of a rehabilitation center and 

its services for the community; and the continuity of tradition in an intri

cately detailed sketch of a typical Lebanese house in the hills of Douma. 

What brought these projects together, along with dozens of others that 

were mounted on two floors of common space in the Architecture and 

Graphic Design building, was the annual student exhibition , which took 

place over a one-week period at the end of May 

Endearingly-and officially-called JAM, the exhibition has been held 

every year since 1996. For the architecture and graphic design students of 

all grade levels, it is no less than an exciting end-of-the-year 'jam session" 

made up of representative examples of the variety of projects produced 

that year. ln sum, it is an impressive display of natural talents, strength

ened and enhanced by the valuable LOols of knowledge and skills 

acquired at AUB. 

"The topics in the exhibit are varied. Some are projects that deal with 

sustainable development; others address the rehabilitation of old areas 

and other interesting and pertinent subject areas," explained Howayda 

Al-Harithy, the chair of the Department of Architecture and Graphic 

Design. "The objective of JAM is to communicate what we do lO other 

AUB students , faculties, and departments, as well as to other universities, 

professionals, and the community" 

The projects on display represented work completed by students in the 

core design studio classes in both graphic design and architecture. 

Because there are over 200 students enrolled in those courses-a number 

greatly exceeding the waU space available to mount all the projects--two 

or three projects were selected from each course for display in jAM. 

About three months before the exhibi tion, a committee made up of the 

chair, faculty members, and students from both majors, began deciding 

Architecture and Design Chair Howayda Al-Harilhy and FEA Dean Ibrahim Hajj check out the JAM exhibition 
(Photos: Fouad Ibrahim) 
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A sampling of student projeas on display 

on the entries and finalizing all details for the exhibit. This included 

having the students complete production of the work to be exhibited, 

as well as design and oversee production of the posters for the event. 

"This is not a competition ," said Al-Harithy, who was quick to praise the 

many "outstanding students" the department attracts each year, many of 

whom go on to attend top-notch graduate schools in the United States 

and elsewhere. "The selected works were not necessarily the best, but 

they were representative of each course." 

The projects, which differed depending on the studio course, are all based 

in reality, insisted Al-Harithy, noting that the addition of more display 

panels each year means that more and more projects are being exhibited. 

"lt's crucial to train our students to be creative with narrative and also to 

be restrictive as well, so that they learn to deal with the outside work 

world ," she said , adding that because two or three faculty members teach 

each studio course, students are offered different methods of approaching 

similar topics. "This is important to generate debate," Al-Harithy stressed. 

"Our students are shown different possibilities, so they can then decide 

on their own on how to present their projects. " 

From the graphic design student's initial idea in the production of a book 

cover to the architectural student's conceptualization and documentation 

of a theme, the work is all about visualizing an idea and turning it into a 

real project. At the exhibit, the participating students were on hand 

throughout the week to talk to visitors about their work, about the origin 

of their ideas, and about the process of arriving at the final stage. 

The students are free to choose virtually any topic to work on, as long as 

the proposal they submit outlines what they are doing and how they plan 

to go about doing it, including the research component. The emphasis is 
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on the design process, remarked Al-Harithy, and ensuring that the process 

is firmly grounded. 

For his final fifth-year project, Rabih Ghanem translated his longtime 

passion for shoes into an efficient and elaborate shoe factory. "The story 

is about my obsession with shoes," he acknowledged, as he pointed to 

the drawings on the wall illustrating the various stages of his vision. "l 

used to design shoes for fun as a kid, so l developed the idea for my 

thesis project." 

For his modem-day shoe factory, Ghanem extracted elements from the 

popular children's story, "Charlie and the Chocolate Factory" He said he 

went back and looked at the book, drew his own story, and eventually 

developed it into an architectural drawing book that included his thesis , 

along with substantial research and information on factories. "At the 

beginning of year, we are required to submit our proposal for our thesis 

project," explained Ghanem. "lf it's accepted, then we begin the research 

and drawings needed to prepare a document." During the second semes

ter, students produce the final drawings and three-dimensional models. 

"At that stage, we materialize it into a building," he added, "or into 3D 

models that demonstrate all parts of the building, which actually has to 

work." 

Hosani Auji's fourth-year graphic design project involved choosing the 

location for a retail outlet, whether it be a toyshop, a boutique, a gallery, 

or even a theater. For such projects, students are required to design an 

entire corporate identity, including a logo, stationery, signage, and so on. 

"We had to show how exactly our signs would look in the place we had 

chosen," said Auji. His project envisioned a multi-purpose studio called 

jack's, which was aimed at attracting the country's youth by showing films 

and spotlighting upcoming bands. 

Auji's stark black and white studio included a theater, which he described 

as "a place where you could go see the best of old creepy film noir," and a 

bar that served drinks and snacks where the young could hang out. "lt 

was a semester-long project, but we had to present a different part every 

week," he said. "lt was 

all imaginary, but to 

make it more real, we 

chose an actual location 

so that we would know 

the space we were 

working with ." 

For second-year archi

tecture student Halim 

Khoriaty, his focus was 

Exhibition allracts visitors 



A graphic design project 

the re-designing of an actual underground hospital that was built in 

Khiam, just outside Beirut, during World War II. "Since it was entirely 

underground, the hospital was protected and survived the Lebanese civil 

war as well," said Khoriaty, whose vision for the hospital was to turn the 

space into a museum dedicated to World War II. 

In his design, Khoriaty divided the actual space into two separate, yet lay

ered and overlapping, areas. One area was given over to private spaces, 

where the administration and other workers maintaining and protecting 

the exhibit would be located. The other area consisted of public spaces, 

such as the entrance, outdoor seating areas, seminar rooms, and the cafe

teria , which were located over the private spaces and actually invaded 

Exploring student work 

Students tahe in the ':JAM-ing" exhibit 

them. "To reach the public spaces, people would go down through shafts 

that penetrate the private spaces," he explained, noting that the lines 

between the two were therefore ultimately blurred. 

From one panel to another and one wall to the next, the dozens upon 

dozens of projects demonstrated the creative and elaborate work of AUB's 

architecture and graphic design students. Many of the projects-such as 

the proposed rehabilitation center, which provided research data on what 

such a center was all about, what it needed to do, how big it would have 

to be, the number of beds, and so on- were very conscious of the coun

try's current needs. 

"The research undertaken by our students is a rich resource," commented 

Al-Harithy, noting that much of it is documented and kept in the depart

ment's archives. "These projects help raise awareness as to what we do in 

the discipline of design, from building a project to conceptualizing a 

product and creating its design t:lements. The process itself is the focus. 

So, it's not so much design-oriented as process-oriented , including all the 

social, economic, and cultural considerations involved ," she said. "We try 

to make our students actively exercise their intellectual capacities." 



Shaping the 
Landscape of 
Lebanon 

By jaime-Faye Bean 

Students of AUBs Landscape Design and 

Eco-Management Program are working to 

preserve the rich ecological, cultural, and 

historical heritage of Lebanon. 

LAndscape Design and Eco-Management Progra m Coordinator )ala Mahhzoumi shows a student s project for the Slwulwda Cemete>y 
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When the University held its commencement 

exercises on June 25, Professor Jala 

Makhzoumi was there-not for the graduation 

of her son or daughter, but looking every bit 

the proud parent. Four years after the intro

duction of the Landscape Design and 

Eco-Management Program (LDEM) in the 

Faculty of Agricultural and Food Sciences 

(FAFS), she was there to watch her first crop 

of students receive their degrees. 

Makhzoumi remembers well teaching her first 

class at AUBin the spring of 2001, when she 

joined AUB as the coordinator for the LDEM 

program , together with Professor Salma 

Talhouk of landscape horticulture. "Many of 

my students believed they were going to study 

Reporter jaime-Faye Bean with Mahhzoumi 

how to landscape villas for rich people," she 

says. "They soon learned that LDEM is about 

creating landscapes that benefit the surround

ing community, that are rooted in the ecologi

cal and environmental resources of the place, 

and that they can be maintained at a minimal 

cost both financially and environmentally" As 

Makhzoumi explains it , landscape design and 

management is not simply about beautification. 

The landscape embodies many layers of mean

ing-historical , cultural, and ecological-and 

proper landscape design draws upon those lay

ers to reOect and honor the natural organic 

resources of the place. In the Middle East and 

the Mediterranean, this requires an under

standing of the natural ecology and seasonal 

cycles of the region, as well as a familiarity with 

the complex cultural and historical influences 

that have impacted the landscape and its use 

through the centuries. 

The LDEM program falls under the 

Department of Plant Sciences in FAFS. Faculty 

members in this department teach landscape 

horticulture, plant biology, and plant pathology. 

An equal contribution comes from the 

Department of Land and Water Resources, 

where LDEM students are introduced to the 

fundamentals of soil , landscape irrigation, and 

water management. The courses in landscape 

design are taught by Makhzoumi, as well as by 

Visiting Professor Julie Weltzein and part-time 

professionals in landscape horticulture and 

architecture. 

The LDEM students are lucky to have the AUB 

campus-it is virtually a living laboratory that 

provides them with a wide variety of landscape 

situations wi th which to work and experiment. 

The campus is , in effect, a native botanical gar

den, with several different regions. The upper 

campus, particularly the area around the Green 

Oval , is an example of a more carefully mani

cured , ornamental garden landscape. The mid

dle campus has a wilder character and typifies 

the native ecology of Leban on . And the lower 

campus is being primed for the construction of 

major new facilities, each of which \vill provide 

its own unique opportunities and challenges 

for preservation of the natural landscape. 

Students also learn from the diverse inhabitants 

of the campus, which include not only stu

dents and faculty, campus staff and workers , 

but also other members of the wider AUB 

community who gather near the Main Gate on 

weekends to enjoy the relative peace and 

greenery of the area, along with the many cats 

and other animal species that call the campus 

home. 

Makhzoumi hails the unique learning environ

ment that the campus provides, saying, "! 

cannot teach what my students cannot experi

ence." The LDEM program takes full advantage 

of this and has its students working on a com

plex variety of campus projects at every level 

of their training. One of the earliest projects 

was the creation of a roof garden for the 

Biology Department, which allowed the LDEM 

students to expand their learning resources 

while beautifying a campus building. 

Makhzoumi also cites another notable first-year 

effort , which involved the development of a 

courtyard garden design for the Faculty of 

Agricultural and Food Sciences. Developing the 

design required students to gather input from 

the various users of the space, while interfacing 

with the Facilities Planning and Design Unit 

(FPDU) to ensure the project's feasibility On a 

more advanced level involving group coopera

tion, students work on a project that is large 

enough in scope and area for each student to 

work intensively on a single aspect. 
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Makhzoumi gives as an example the hands-on 

training that some of her current students are 

gaining as they work to survey all the woody 

plants on campus, including trees and sh rubs. 

In the process of documentation, students 

learn to map the specific location of each plant 

using AUTOCAD software, thus contributing 

to their technological expertise as well as to the 

store of information needed to preserve the 

campus landscape. 

Such projects, Makhzoumi says, allow students 

to play a dynamic ro le in the shaping and sus

taining of the AUB environment. ll gives them 

the awareness of being pan of a greater effort 

to preserve the abundant natural resources of 

the campus. Many students, she claims, also 

approach their projects as a way of repaying 

AUB for their university experience. Finally, all 

these projects help prepare students for their 

senior year, when they will be required to 

undertake large-scale projects of their own 

design that wi ll call for months of independent 

research and planning. 

An overview of the program's curriculum 

reveals that it is highly interdisciplinary and 

extraordinari ly rigorous. While taking classes 

in horticulture and plant biology, first -year 

students are also trained in technical drawing 

and basic design through classes offered by 

the Faculty of Engineering and Architecture. 

Professor Makhzoumi points out that one of 

her primary goals during the first year is to 

help students develop sharp awareness and 

sensitivity to the landscapes all around them. 

Second-year students cominue their education 

with more advanced studies in agriculture and 

horticulture. They also spend an increasing 

amount of time in the Landscape Design 

Studio working on complex projects, moving 

beyond conceptual training to realization of 

their own designs. At this stage, students devel

op an understanding of the mood and charac

ter that various materials and plants bring to a 

project, as well as how to negotiate the com

plex human relationships involved in each 

landscaping design. Makhzoumi explains that 
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landscaping, particularly in the urban Beirut 

environment, often requires input not only 

from the resident community but also from 

official sources, such as ministries and 

landowners. Therefore, it is crucial that stu

dents are trained to implement a project that 

is beneficial to the community and to the 

environment while also abiding by the legal 

regulations involved. 

In the third year of the program, students 

spend the spring at AUBs Agricultural and 

Research Education Center (AREC) in the 

Beqa'a, where they implement a design of their 

own on the 247-acre farm . This work is the 

most complex to date for the students, requir

ing them to cost their projects, negotiate with 

contractors, and work together with the local 

rural community. At this point in their training, 

the students have reached a level of competen

cy and expertise that allows them to take 

advantage of truly unique opportunities. For 

example, last years landscape dr.sign studio 

class at AREC was commissioned by the 

lnitiative for Biodiversity Studies in Arab 

Regions-Biotech 2 Project to investigate the 

potential of use and promotion of native plants 

in Deir Al-Ahmar in eastern Lebanon. ln carry

ing out their research , the students spoke to a 

number of interested parties, including munici

pality representatives, members of the local 

womens co-op, and even schoolchildren and 

the priest of the village. These dialogues gave 

the students an understanding of the needs of 

the community, enabling them to present their 

project to the community in terms relevant to 

the needs of its members and highlighting the 

medicinal, culinary, and beautifying qualities of 

the native plants in question. 

ln the final year of the program, each student 

incorporates the special interests that he or she 

has developed into a large-scale, independent 

project. The first half of the senior year is 

devoted to the background research and inves

tigation needed to carry out the project, taking 

time to become familiar with the scope, com

munity, and objective of the intended work. 

The second half of the year concemrates on the 

actual real-life intervention of the project, per

forming a site analysis that will enable the cre

ation of a preliminary design, and finally, a 

comprehensive proposal. 

Throughout the entire process, each student 

works closely not only with faculty members, 

but also with independent professionals and 

contractors. Talhouk and Makhzoumi co-teach 

this final project, which exemplifies the balance 

between design and science for LDEM stu

dents. Makhzoumi notes that the students are 

highly ambitious, and that "working with each 

student is a dynamic, exciting, though not nec

essarily smooth process." 

A visit to the Landscape Design Studio at the 

end of the 2003-04 academic year revealed 

these final year projects in all their complex 

glory One of the graduating students, Nadine 

Rahal , showed off her Beirut Waterfront proj

ect, which envisions a new master plan for the 

use of the Corniche areas of Manara, Raouche 

and Ain Al-Mreisseh . The plan makes use of a 

widening of the Corniche in the Manara area 

by adding space for cafes, kiosks, picnic tables, 

and separate pedestrian and biking lanes. The 

proposal also provides waterfront zones for 

swimmers, fishermen, and proposed ferry 

lines. Rahals project is notable for its preserva

tion of this sensitive ecological habitat , as well 

as for its attention to handicapped accessibility. 

Rahal explained that her project required 

extensive study of the waterfronts historical use 

Nadine Rahal Oejt) shows jaime-Faye Bean her project for the 
BeinH waterfront 



as an agricultural, recreational, residential, and 

tourist district (which involved significant con

tact with the Beirut Municipality and the 

Ministries of Tourism and Transportation) and 

that it utilized her interdisciplinary studies in 

ecology, geology, environmental science, and 

landscape architecture. 

Fellow graduate Dima Zoughaib chose to focus 

on a radically different area of Beirut: the 

crowded and impoverished Beirut neighbor

hood of Ouzai. "l went there to try and find 

ways to maximize the neighborhood's public 

space, and l discovered the soft side of Ouzai," 

LDEM senior Dima Zoughaib Oeft) shows her project for Ouzai 
to classmates Nadine Rahal (center) and Sepidah Zaafani (right) 

she said. Individual homes, she found, incor

porated a level of greenery that was invisible 

from the busy commercial streets below, with 

families making wide use of container gardens, 

green roofs, and climbing plants. Inspired by 

the green vitality hidden behind closed doors, 

Zoughaib focused on three strategies to 

improve the neighborhoods outdoor spaces. 

She proposed the upgrading of the inner 

neighborhood's souk, which includes some of 

the areas only open space. Zoughaibs design 

used environmentally-friendly shading and 

lighting methods within the souk to help create 

an atmosphere more conducive to relaxation 

and socializing. She also proposed the conver

sion of a large lot of bare land know as "Al

Murammal" into a soccer field, but noted this 

intervention as too costly to be implemented in 

the short term. Finally, she proposed the con

version of another empty lot at the end of the 

souk into a multi-purpose recreational area that 

would include an outdoor cinema, space for 

youth workshops, and a mini-sports court, 

with the roof of a neighboring building con

verted into an outdoor cafe. 

If the LDEM program is to be measured by the 

professional interest it has generated in AUBs 

students, then it must be considered a 

resounding success. Makhzoumi says that 

potential employers began contacting her for 

referrals even before the first class of students 

had reached their senior year, and that several 

large landscaping firms in the Gulf have 

expressed interest in hiring LDEM graduates. 

Of this years graduating class, several have 

already found work: one student has been 

hired by a major regional engineering firm, 

another is negotiating for a similar job, and a 

third is being retained at the University as a 

research assistant. A number of other students 

are very interested in pursuing graduate educa

tion in Landscape Design and Management, an 

option that Makhzoumi hopes will soon 

become available at AUB. 

The work of the LDEM students is extraordi

narily impressive and exciting, and the 

dynamism of the program is heightened by 

Makhzoumis infectious enthusiasm. Her per

sonal research is intimately connected with 

AUB: she is currently engaged in an intensive 

study of the historical development of the cam

pus landscape. What started out as a very 

rural , practical, and sustainable campus land

scape, she explains, became increasingly urban. 

The 1940s saw the introduction of many exotic 

and ornamental plants not native to the region; 

and by the 1970s, it had become clear that the 

pattern of campus landscaping was no longer 

sustainable. Since then, the University has been 

looking back to create again a more ecological 

landscape that draws on the natural beauty and 

resources of the region. 

Professor Makhzoumi has spearheaded a num

ber of efforts to generate interest in the work of 

researching and preserving AUB's landscape. 

She recently announced that she and Professor 

Talhouk are in the process of organizing a cam

pus-wide open competition that will encourage 

students from different disciplines to express 

their expectations of the campus landscape. 

The purpose of the initiative/competition, 

according to Makhzoumi, is to help students 

"realize the value of the campus we so often 

take for granted." The competition is scheduled 

to open in fall 2004 and will be of an interdis

ciplinary nature: students may submit their 

visions in a variety of formats and may present 

a concept that focuses on any number of disci

pllnes. With such Oexible guidelines, 

Makhzoumi hopes that the competition will 

invite wide participation from AUB students. 

She is also interested in memories of the cam

pus landscape, and has asked former students, 

faculty, staff, and others who have at any time 

been part of the campus· community to share 

their memories with her. She cites one particu

lar alumnus, who told her that he would fre

quently see one of the members of the West 

family out with his shears, clipping hedges. 

Such memories, she explains, not only help 

document the changing relationship of the 

community with the AUB landscape, but also 

offer a window into how intertwined the land

scape is with the daily life of the campus com

munity. 

One of the factors that makes her work both 

exciting and challenging, Makhzoumi notes, is 

that the programs concept oflandscape design 

and eco-management is so new in the region. 

She recalls her Baghdad upbringing and her 

eventual realization that the beautiful rose beds 

and vast lawns gracing areas of the city were 

utterly inappropriate to the arid region. "The 

Mediterranean landscape is an evolutionary, 

multifunctional , sustainable, and ecologically 

diverse landscape that can be beautified and 

adapted for a variety of uses," she says. "The 

indiscriminate application of European codes 

and designs in this part of the world is unsus

tainable." With AUBs first handful of LDMP 

graduates now venturing out into the world, we 

can be sure that there is a bright future for the 

unique beauty of the region's natural landscape. 
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Blueprint in 
AUB's Campus Master Plan is in place and movingfonvard. \Vhile the University may temporarily 

resemble a construction site over the coming years, the end product will be an enhanced academic 

and social environment. MainGate updates Action 
yott on the process of building the AUB of the future. 
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A 
lot has happened since AUB's Board 

of Trustees approved the Campus 

Master Plan (CMP) in March 2002. 

You have already read about the two interna

tional competitions that AUB hosted to select 

architectural designs for the Charles Hostler 

Student Center (MainGale , winter 2003) and 

the new home for the Suliman S. Olayan 

School of Business (Main Gate, summer/fall 

2003). And then there was the groundbreaking 

ceremony for the Charles Hostler Student 

Center that took place in April (MainGale , 

spring 2004). In short, the whole process is 

now under way and, by the time it ends, much 

of the AUB campus will have wi tnessed a good 

measure of beneficent change. The paragraphs 

that follow will give you a flavor of how the 

Campus Master Plan has been unfolding. 

A New Unit on Campus 

The Facilities Planning and Design Unit 

(FPDU) was established to manage all of the 

construction and rehabilitation projects that are 

and will be taking place as part of the CMP. 

The unit has been described by President j ohn 

Waterbury as "the custodian of the guidelines 

and hence of the logic of the Campus Master 

Plan. " As he explained in his recent State of the 

University speech, the CMP "lays down specific 

guidelines that cover the choice of building 

materials, meeting required safety and environ

mental standards, as well as honoring recom

mended practices in landscaping, heights and 

widths of structures, square meters of space for 

certain functions and so forth. The master plan 

does not say we have to build a certain build

ing or rehabilitate a certain space; it says if AUB 

wants to build a speci fic building or rehabili

tate a certain space, it must honor the master 

plan design guidelines." 

Samer Maamari, FPDU director, and his 

colleagues are working closely with several 

university commiuees (the Campus Master 

Plan Steering Committee, the Campus Planning 

Committee, and the Space Committee ... ), tech

nical advisers, consultants, architects, focus 

groups, and many others to develop and 

implement detailed design guidelines for the 

campus and the AUB Medical Center 

(AUBMC) area. Although there is growi ng 

appreciation on campus for the diliicult and 

critical task that FPDU is undertaking, there is 

also some frustration. As Professor jala 

Makhzoumi, associate professor in the 

The new Suliman 5. Olayan School of Business: an image f rom the Campus Master Plan 

Samer Maamari 

Department of Plant Sciences and technical 

adviser to the CMP Steering Committee, 

explains, "FPDU's long-term vision is not well 

understood." Makhzoumi describes FPDU as 

"the only office that sees everything related to 

the future development of the campus, build

ings, and landscape." Some people and offices 

on campus resent the fact that they now have 

to comply with university-wide guidelines, but 

this type of integrated and coordinated 

approach is the best way (some would argue 

that it is the only way) to both preserve and 

develop the campus. 

Maamari oversees a group of people that 

includes architects and engineers who have a 

wide range of skills and backgrounds. Many of 

these men and women are AUB graduates. "We 

work as a team ," says Maamari. "We select peo

ple for different projects, depending on their 

particular skills, the needs of the project, and 

whether a project is in the planning, design , or 

construction phase." 

FPDU is overseeing the work that is taking 

place on both the main campus and the med

ical campus. In addition to the renovation of 

the north and east wings of the old Out Patient 

Department (OPD) Building to make room for 

the expansion of the AUB Medical Center 
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(AUBMC) and provide additional space fo r pri

vate clinics, FPDU is managing the ongoing 

expansion and upgrading of the emergency 

rooms. It is also overseeing the design and con

struction at Building 56 to house the infirmary, 

the psychiatry unit, the cancer center, the hos

pital information center, and the nursing dor

mitory, as well as preparing the old Alumni 

Building to become the new home for the 

School of Nursing. Furthermore, FPDU has 

been charged with developing standardized fin

ishes and color schemes for the hospital in 

order to strengthen its identity 

Maamari explains that the projects on the 

medical campus require a different approach 

and are a "more challenging and demanding 

environment" in which to work. This is due in 

part to the fact that medical buildings demand 

stricter safety requirements and because the 

medical center serves different clients with 

different needs. 

FPDU is also involved in issues of energy 

efficiency. Responsiveness to environmental 

concerns was one of the criteria applied in 

selecting the winning designs for the Hostler 

Student Center and the new business sch ool 

building. For example, Vincent j ames 

Associates Architects (V]AA) plans to include 

skylights and solar collectors on the roofs of 

some of the larger buildings of the new student 

center. Energy efficiency is also a factor in 

deciding on the types of indoor lighting to use, 

the choice of building materials, and the selec

tion of toilet fixtures. 

Souheir Mabsout, assistant director of FPDU, 

describes the specific ways in which FPDU 

approaches all buildings. "We are guided by 

the need to create versatile and flexible spaces 

that can be used for a variety of purposes going 

forward. It is critical that the space work for 

the immediate end user, but it is also our job 

to make sure that the space is developed in 

such a way that it can be easily adapted to 

fill future demands as they emerge." FPDU is 

juggling this need to create flexible and versa-
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Souhei r Mabsout 

tile space with the equally important need to 

preserve what is unique about a particular 

building. The historic classification of buildings 

will provide FPDU with the information 

needed to do so. 

Making a Historical Record 

As Mabsout explains, the historic classification 

of all the buildings on campus is integral to 

implementation of the Campus Master Plan. 

Professor Howayda Al-Harithy, associate profes

sor of architecture and another one of the CMP 

technical advisers, has proposed that a strategy 

be developed concerning AUB's architectural 

heritage. She argues that in order to develop 

such a strategy, buildings on campus first have 

to be surveyed and documented-something 

that FPDU has already started to do. Through 

this process, the buildings and their history

what Al-Harithy describes as "the whole archi

tectural narrative of the campus"- will unfold. 

The second step will be to classify the historic 

buildings into categories, around which guide

lines will be developed that will govern the 

restoration , adaptive reuse, upgrade, and modi

fication of those buildings. Al-Harithy says, 

"This is the type of work that students can 

participate in that will raise awareness of and 

pride in the history of the campus and its 

buildings." 

Getting Students Involved 

The historic classification of buildings is not 

just one of the opportunities for students to get 

involved in the Campus Master Plan and the 

work of FPDU. For example, when 

Makhzoumi was asked to landscape the 

Faculty of Agricultural and Food Sciences 

courtyard when she joined AUB three years 

ago, she decided to develop it as a project to be 

undertaken by a landscape design student. A 

jury made up of Professor Riad Baalbaki, chair 

of the Plant Science Department, Associate 

Professor Salma Talhouk, and Grounds and 

Transfer Services Manager Anis Abdallah select

ed Zeina Salam's design from among twelve 

submissions. Salam remembers well what she 

went through to come up with the winning 

design. "It was so much work, but we all 

learned a lot. All twelve of the designs were 

beautiful. I think the whole process forced all 

of us to be much more creative than we would 

have been otherwise," she says. "It was a won

derful learning experience." 

Bassam Komati 

Bassam Komati, now a member of the FPDU 

team, fi rst got involved with the Campus 

Master Plan during the design competition for 

the Charles W Hostler Student Center a year 

and a half ago. "What is interesting for me," 

explains Komati , "is the unique exposure 

FPDU provides to projects of various scale, in 

addition to the subsequent contact with people 

of different disciplines. Furthermore, I love the 



collaborative teamwork that is a part of each 

and every project handled by the FPDU team, 

regardless of its scale. This creates a dynamic 

and motivating environment that provides the 

experience I want, together with the distinctive 

chance of following FPDU projects from their 

planning phase to the design phase and finally 

to the construction phase. " Komati will be tak

ing this experience with him when he leaves 

AUB and FPDU this summer to do graduate 

work at Harvard University 

ln addition to creating opportunities for stu

dents like Salam and Komati to participate in 

the Campus Master Plan, FPDU has also co

sponsored with the Faculty of Engineering and 

Architecture a number of lectures for the uni

versity community. For example, Hillary 

Brown, one of the Charles Hostler Student 

Center design jury members, gave a talk on 

"green" (or environmental) building practices; 

and most recently, Matthias Schuler, the energy 

consultant who is working with \T)AA on the 

design of the Charles Hostler Student Center, 

spoke about sustainability, physics, and archi

tecture. 

Importance of Landscaping 

Although much of the attention so far has been 

on the new student center and business school 

projects, the CMP includes much more. There 

is, for instance, the "middle campus"-that 

wonderful green stretch that runs through the 

middle of the campus. 

Makhzoumi still laughs when she remembers 

how she was told , "You don't have to worry 

about the middle campus. lt:S fine . just leave it 

the way it is." She explains that although the 

Campus Master Plan provided directives for 

the protection of the middle campus from con

struction , intensive use, and abuse, it did not 

propose a future vision for the middle campus 

landscape. Professors Makhzoumi and Talhouk 

have proposed a future vision for the middle 

campus landscape, in which they envision it 

serving as a botanical garden that will promote 

an ecological landscape and favor the inclusion 

of native plant species. 

Charles Hostler Student Center: an image from the Campus Master Plan 

Working with several graduate students, 

Makhzoumi has completed a survey of the 

trees that make up the middle campus. "We 

need to know what:S there-what makes up 

this beauty that we. all enjoy so much," she 

explains. The middle campus includes not just 

trees and other greenery, but a series of stairs 

and stone terrace walls. It also includes a size

able collection of utility pipes that has spread 

throughout the middle campus over the years 

and, to quote from the report, "detracts consid

erably from the quality of the landscape. " The 

CMP Steering Committee has adopted 

Makhzoumi's recommendations. 

The Charles Hostler Student Center 

To get a sense of how FPDU works, MainGate 

sat in on some of the meetings recently held at 

AUB to coordinate the development of the 

Charles Hostler Student Center and the 

Suliman S. Olayan School of Business. The two 

projects will come together just to the west and 

east of the Green Field along the Corniche. 

FPDU arranged the coordination meetings that 

took place in late February to give the two 

winning design firms (V]AA and Machado and 

Silvetti) a chance to talk about issues related to 

landscape design , infrastructure, shared utili

ties , and materials and finishes. Much of the 

discussion focused on the rehabilitation of the 

existing wall along the Corniche-how much 

of it can and should be changed, and in what 

way. ln addition, they conferred on how the 

Green Field track would be expanded and 

what impact that would have on the outer edge 

of the new School of Business. Which trees can 

be preserved? What kind of outdoor lighting 

should be used throughout the Hostler Center? 

Should the area around the new business 

school be lit in the same way? 

In addition to representatives from the two 

design firn1s and FPDU, a number of consult

ants and technical advisers took part in the 

meetings. The technical advisers are AUB facul

ty members with expertise in relevant areas, 

who have been enlisted to serve as consultants 

to FPDU and the CMP In addition to Al

Harithy, Makhzoumi, and Talhouk, the group 

includes Assem Abdul Malak, Nesreen 

Ghaddar, Zeina Maasri, and-until he left AUB 

this past summer-Marwan Ghandour. As 

Maamari remarks, "If these individuals were 

not on our faculty, we would have had to go 

outside to find them. We are fortunate to have 

in-house ta lem like this to advise us. " 
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New School of Business 

While the new Hostler Student Center is the 

single largest project envisaged as pan of the 

Campus Master Plan, there are several other 

big projects being managed at the moment. 

Second in size and of major academic impor

tance is the new School of Business. Since May 

2003, when the international competition for 

its design was completed, FPDU has been busy 

bringing together representatives of Machado 

and Silveui (the winning fim1) and the projects 

end user group to work on finalizing the 

schools academic program. Dean George 

Najjar, of course, has been an active participant 

in all these meetings. 'The Olayan School of 

Business team has been working very closely 

with the designers from the outset to ensure an 

end-user perspective that will serve the educa

tional objectives of the Olayan School and con

tribute to creating the kind of vibrant learning 

environment commensurate with the ambitions 

of AUB's newest faculty Educational specifica

tions, including delivery modalities, have been 

carefully worked out to rellect the very latest 

ideas in business education," Najjar says. 

New Home for Nursing 

At the same time, FPDU is also engaged in 

coordinating the design development process 

for the new School of Nursing. After many 

years of being located in Dale Home, the nurs

ing school will be moving to the former 

Alumni Association Building, whose interior is 

now being redesigned to transform it into a 

first-rate nursing education facility The new 

school will include a simulation lab, computer 

facilities, student classrooms, and faculty 

offices. The building will also house a center 

for nursing research with facilities for graduate 

students and research assistants , a center for 

continuing nursing education, and a library 
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"The new building has been a long awaited 

dream for us," says Dr. Huda Abu-Saad Huijer, 

director of the School of Nursing. "lt will give 

faculty and students a home where creative 

and scholarly teaching and learning wi ll take 

place. It will also provide cutting-edge simula

tion and research labs where skills are learned 

and mastered to provide the highest quality 

nursing care." Huijer adds, "The new building 

signifies a commitment from AUB to the 

School of Nursing and its academic programs. 

I am hopeful that the opening of the new 

building will coincide with our centennial con

ference celebrations." 

Irani Engineering Laboratory Complex 

FPDU is also involved in projects of concern to 

the Faculty of Engineering and Architecture, 

which has been working for the past year to 

evaluate its programs and existing facilities 

with the help of an outside consultant. At a 

committee meeting chaired by Dean Ibrahim 

Hajj , which included the faculty$ various 

department heads and members of FPDU, the 

consultants recommendations were reviewed 

to determine the faculty$ future needs for office 

and laboratory space. In order to verify FEAS 

programmatic needs, FPDU consulted with 

Research Facilities Design (RFD), a firm that 

specializes in the programming and design of 

teaching and research laboratory facilities. 

In addition to planning a new laboratory com

plex that will include labs, offices, and class

rooms, there is also major renovation work 

planned for FEAS Bechtel Building, in pan to 

accommodate the new lower campus library 

that will eventually occupy the first two Ooors 

of that building. Before work can begin there, 

however, FPDU has to identify space that can 

be used to accommodate the functions that are 

currently in the Bechtel Building and in Wings 

Band C stated for demolition. 

This is probably one of the most challenging 

aspects of the Campus Master Plan: the game 

of musical chairs (what the technical people 

call "decanting") that will remain part of uni

versity life for some years to come. Although 

FPDU is trying to schedule work so that much 

of it can take place during the quieter summer 

months, this is not always possible. Moreover, 

the scope and extent of the work that is 

planned simply cannot be contained during 

the summer months. Even if this were possible, 

many AUB students take courses during the 

summer and the University$ administrative 

offices need to be able to function throughout 

the year. 

The game of musical chairs has already begun. 

The west wing of the old OPD Building, which 

will eventually house the private clinics, has 

been renovated to create temporary offices and 

classrooms for the business school. Although 

many AUB offices and departments will be 

relocated at some point or another during the 

next twenty years, the change that has affected 

the greatest number of people so far is the 

introduction of new rules affecting vehicular 

access to campus. lt is no longer possible to 

enter AUB through the Sea Parking Gate and 

exit via the Medical Gate. The goal is to move 

evenrually to a situation where the only vehi

cles allowed on campus will be for service, the 

handicapped, or for emergencies. 

Unavoidably, there will be short-term clismp

tions and inconveniences throughout the 

implementation of the Campus Master Plan. 

But the long-term gains that are sure to follow 

on the heels of disruption will be many: new 

and much improved facilities , a plan to pre

serve and develop the middle campus, and a 

system for maintaining and adequately allocat

ing AUB's facilities for years to come. 





L 
ong before the arrival of gown-draped students, of beaming par

ems and friends, of pleased and somewhat relieved faculty, it was 

already visibly shaping up into a special ceremony 

Days before, the campus Green Oval, the Green Field, and the Agriculture 

Square were placed off limits, as stages were erected, sound systems 

installed, and chairs were polished and lined up in long, straight rows. 

Both the Issam Fares and Assembly Halls were also dusted, buffed, and 

made ready for the event. 

Through the early morning of graduation day, june 26, the preparations 

continued. Gone was the usual disorder of parked cars along the palm

lined Corniche. Bliss Street, too, was cleared of its usual single and dou

ble-and often triple-lines of parked cars. 

Security was heightened, direction signs were posted across campus, and 

ushers, guards, and other indispensable help arrived, ready to face the chal

lenges that are pan and parcel of a ceremony marking the graduation of over 

l ,200 students. In attendance, after all, would be thousands of family mem

bers, friends, faculty, dignitaries, and honored guests, including Lebanese 

Ministers Karam Karam and Fouad Siniora, outgoing US Ambassador 

Vincent Battle, Board of Trustees Chairman Richard Debs, and a number of 

trustees and current and former members of Lebanons Parliament. 

And then, under a bright blue sky and a descending sun, and just ten 

minutes behind schedule, it began. With the stirring sounds of the AUB 

choir fading to silence, AUB President john Waterbury took to the podi

um and, in confident Arabic, welcomed the graduating class of 2004, the 

proud parents and family friends, his fellow university officials and facul

ty, friends, and distinguished guests to AUBs l35th Commencement. 

Mindful of the strained political situation all around, Waterbury side

stepped the usual commencement day platitudes and spoke instead of the 

"backdrop of violence, destruction, torture, and lies" against which the 

ceremony was being held, warning the students that they were entering "a 

regional and global mine field." 

"We hope AUB has given you the skills, but above all the values, that will 

help you successfully navigate what lies ahead," said the president. "We 

hope that you will be able to do what past generations have failed to do: 

change the sorry game in which we have all been losing players." 

Waterbury advised the graduating students that if they had doubts or felt 

at all "hopeless" or "helpless" about the task they have unwillingly inherit

ed, they should stop and look for inspiration to this years commence

ment speaker, a man who "has embraced humanity and life" and has 

given back to the world "with exuberance, zest, humor, and wisdom." 

That man, Vartan Gregorian, who had come from modest beginnings in 

Tabriz, Iran, arrived in Beirut penniless at the age of 15. After attending 



the Armenian College, he resolutely went on to perform with continued 

academic excellence and eventually completed his PhD in history at 

Stanford University Since then, his distinguished professional career has 

taken him to the top echelons of some of the most prestigious universities 

in the United States and, since 1997, he has been president of the 

Carnegie Corporation, one of the major philanthropic foundations in the 

United States, where he now continues to demonstrate his seemingly nat

ural "exuberance" and "wisdom." 

Gregorian, in advising the graduates of the need to be "active players in 

the drama of life," quoted these words by American jurist Oliver Wendell 

Holmes: "A life is an action and passion. It is required of a man [and a 

wo~an] that [they] share the passion and action of [their] time at peril of 

being judged as not to have lived." 

Action, attention, and care on their part , he told the students, would 

serve well to resolve any number of problems plaguing the world today, 

including AIDS and other deadly diseases, poverty, and underdevelop

ment. The world needs their talents and skills, as does their country and 

region, he stressed. "Lebanon was not only a land of opportunity; it was a 

land that valued diversity, practiced tolerance, and protected the tight of 

freedom of conscience, freedom of speech, freedom of association, and 

freedom of thought," he said. "It was and is a beacon of light in the 

Middle East." 

Gregorian paid tribute as well to AUB, as a "great institution" that has 

"served Lebanon and the Middle East, " has constantly "upheld interna

tional standards of excellence and academic freedom," and has long been 

a "source of leadership and independent thinking." He went on, however, 

to say, "My only plea today to all the alumni and friends of AUB is, do not 

take it for granted .. It is not a historical icon; it is a living, vibrant insti

tution that needs everyone!; support." 

Echoing those words of praise and support for his alma mater, graduating 

student Hassan Mohanna, vice president of the University Student Faculty 

Committee, spoke of his own enriching experience at AUB, where he was 

given ideal opportunity to interact and exchange ideas with students and 

faculty from across the region and the world. 

Mohanna reminded his fellow graduates of the responsibilities involved in 

upholding the University!; name and reputation. "Our pledge is to carry 

that load, honor our alma mater!; trust, and live up to the standards set by 

our 43 ,000 fellow alumni over the past 138 years," he said. He recog

nized, however, that the world he and his fellow graduates are inheriting 

is forever changing and that "basic principles and human values are being 

redefined and manipulated .. . Many countries in our region are undergo

ing intense political restructuring, and many things we once took for 

granted are no longer valid." In conclusion , he said that although gradu

ates may have different experiences and expectations, one promise unites 

them: "We know we will be tested and, God willing, we shall succeed." 

President Waterbwy congratulating student speaker Hassan Mohanna 

Faculty of Arts and Sciences 

461 graduates 
60 with distinction; 22 with high distinction 

Penrose Award: Loubna AI-Amine 

Faculty of Engineering and Architecture 

267 graduates 
59 with distinction; 18 with high distinction 

Penrose Award: Tammam Yamout 

(Graphic Design) 

Faculty of Agricultural and Food Sciences 

86 graduates 
9 with distinction; 6 with high distinction 

Penrose Award: Hiba Abboud 

Suliman S. Olayan School of Business 

256 graduates 
34 with distinction; 6 with high distinction 

Penrose Award: Hadi Tabbal 

F acuity of Health Sciences 
51 graduates 
7 with distinction 
Penrose Award: Karma Ekmekji 

Faculty of Medicine 
78 graduates 
9 with distinction 
Penrose Award: Nada AI-Husseini 

School of Nursing 
34 graduates 
4 with distinction 
Penrose Award: Angela Massouh 
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After the speeches and before each faculty went off to distribute its diplo

mas in the half dozen separate ceremonies held across campus, President 

Waterbury formally recognized the new graduates and named the recipi

ents of each faculty's esteemed Penrose Award. 

The president seized the occasion at that moment to announce that just 

the day before AUB had received word of its accreditation (see story on 

page 45). The president then conferred the degrees to the graduating 

Class of 2004, citing the rights and responsibilities that go with them. 

"You are now officially all graduates," he declared, as cheers, whistles, and 

applause filled the air and swept beyond the Green Field and across the 

campus. 

Looking Back on Their AUB Years 

With the memory of all her days at AUB still vivid in her mind , Penrose 

Award winner Loubna Al-Amine of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences says 

it was campus life at AUB that especially enriched her education: "People 

are active and there are always events and activities going on at 

AUB . .. There's a sense of engagement, like you are part of something. For 

an undergraduate, it was a great and well-rounded experience." 

As Amine makes her way to the University of lndiana at Bloomington to 

pursue a PhD in comparative politics, she is certain she will return to 

AUB and to Lebanon. "AUB makes you feel you want to come back," she 

says. "I feel more connected. l want to be pan of the country; I want to 

work to improve things." Amine, who majored in political science with a 

minor in philosophy, was a staff writer, associate editor and then editor

in-chief of Outlook, the student newspaper, transplanting her love of writ

ing subjectively into more objective articles and columns. "lt was a very 

different type of writing, but I decided to try it," says Amine. "It was such 

an amazing entry into campus life." 

Fellow Penrose Award winner Hady Tabbal, who majored in marketing 

and had just received his BBA degree, says he will probably miss his stu

dent friends and the campus most when he leaves AUB. "lt was campus 

life that made it such an outstanding experience; it was all so lively and 

energetic," he says, but then he goes on to note that he found the aca

demic part of the experience somewhat lacking. "That's my own humble 

opinion ," he comments, "but intellectually and culturally, it was disap

pointing . . . It wasn't what it could be. When you have this university with 

such a heritage, and with such a great campus-one that I don't think I'll 

find anywhere else-it's sad to find so little academic interaction, both 

among students and faculty." 

Having been passionate about acting from a young age, Tabbal is off to 

pursue a master's at the prestigious Actor's Studio Drama School in New 

York. "1 always wanted to go into acting, but l wanted to have something 

secure first, so l got a business degree," says Tabbal, who has taken a 

number of acting workshops. Putting aside his reservations about "aca

demic interaction," Tabbal says he walks away from AUB happy. During 
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his three years there, he nurtured his acting ambitions, performing in 

each of the University's major annual productions: A Midsummer Night's 

Dream , Hotel Paradiso, and Gilgamesh. He was also cofounder and base 

singer of Mouth Music, an independent a cappella group that performed 

on and off campus last year. 

Economics graduate Carol Ayat was so happy at AUB, she's staying on to 

pursue a master's in financial economics. Ayat , who graduated with high 

distinction, was all set to travel to Paris to work with an investment bank 

there, when she learned she had been accepted in the program and 

awarded a graduate assistantship. "I loved the undergraduate program; 1 

had great interactions with the department, the faculty, and my class

mates," she says. "We were a small class of around 60, so I developed very 

close relationships with many students. I'm thrilled that l'm corning 

back." 

As keynote speaker Gregorian remarked in his address, that is indeed the 

kind of outlook and devotion AUB needs and deserves. "For AUB to 

maintain its role, its status, its impact, it needs the support of everyone," 

he said. "It has earned it the old-fashioned way, through hard work, effec

ti ve leadership, and demonstrated competence and impact." 

Commencement speaker Vartan Gregorian 



Honorary Degrees 

2004 
Profiling the exceptional group of men honored at AUB's 

honorary degree ceremony this year. 

AUB BOT Chairman Richard A. Debs (second from left) and President john Waterbury (second from right) with honorary degree recipients (from left to 
right) Sir Michael Atiyah, Yo- Yo Ma, Vartan Gregorian, and Peter jennings 



A 
n unprecedented musical event marked the 2004 honorary 
degree ceremony held in the Assembly Hall on Commencement 
Day. As soon as Provost Peter Heath had placed the red and 

white hood of AUBs Honorary Doctorate of Humane Letters on the 
shoulders of Yo-Yo Ma, perhaps the greatest cellist of all time, the youthful 
musician defied tradition and offered his acceptance through music, 
rather than words. "1 know I was not invited here because of my speaking 
ability," he said. As if by magic, Mas beautiful cello appeared from back
stage; he picked up his bow, and suddenly the former chapel rang with 
the deep tones of the Sarabande from j. S. Bach 's Third Suite for Cello. 

Three other distinguished men were honored at this year's ceremony: 
world-renowned mathematician Sir Michael Atiyah ; educator, academic, 
and philanthropist Vartan Gregorian; and long-time anchor and senior 
editor of ABCs World News Tonight , Peter Jennings. 

This year's candidates share not only eminence in their own fields; each 
has also moved searnlessly into prominence in related areas as well. Sir 
Michael Atiyah worked in complicated, esoteric fields in mathematics, 
winning the equivalent of two Nobel prizes (there is no Nobel prize for 

mathematics) for his work on the Atiyah-Singer index theorem, but he 
has also made his mark as an anti-nuclear and anti-war protestor. He 
said, "Scientists must acquire a social conscience and concern themselves 
actively with the political process in so far as this relates to the use and 
misuse of science." As president of the international Pugwash Conferences 
on Science and World Affairs from 1997 to 2002, he urged scientists "to 
speak out openly and freely, to criticize the establishment when necessary, 
and to demonstrate that independence of thought really is the hallmark of 
the scientist." 

Vartan Gregorian, beginning his professional career as a university profes
sor, moved easily through various corridors of academia throughout the 
course of his career, combining administrative duties with teaching, first 
at the University of Texas and then at the University of Pennsylvania, 
where he was appointed provost. Serving next as president of the New 
York Public Library, he won over the initially wary librarians by convinc
ing them they were all educators together. At both the library and at 
Brown University, where he was president from 1989 to 1997, Gregorian 
had unprecedented success as a fund raiser, which moved him effortlessly 
into the presidency of the Carnegie Corporation. 

Yo-Yo Ma "delivers" his "acceptance speech" by peifo•·ming the "Sarabande" from Bachs Third Suite for Cello 
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Sir Mi chael Atiyah receives his honorary doctoral hood from Provost Peter Heath as President john Waterbury looks on 

Peter jennings, popular TV anchor of ABCS World News Tonight, has 

reported from all the major hotspots of the world (he was in the 

Jordanian desert with one of the first hi-jacked planes and at the fall of 

the Berlin Wall). But he has also focused on programs for children, social 

analyses, and most recently on thought-provoking biographies of religious 

figures--jesus and the Apostle Paul. 

World-renowned Yo-Yo Ma has made perhaps the largest crossing of bor

ders. He has traveled beyond the corpus of classical composition to 

embrace bluegrass, Appalachian music, and the rhythms of Latin 

America. In 1998 he journeyed even farther afield when he launched his 

Silk Road Project to explore the flow of different cultures along the Silk 

Road-the historic trade route that once connected the peoples and tradi

tions of Asia with those of Europe-through organizing concerts with Silk 

Road musicians. 

Indicative of their shared crossing of boundaries, each of the four candi

dates has a unique relationship with Lebanon and the Arab world. Sir 

Michael was born of a Lebanese father and a Scottish mother, and is heir 

to illustrious ancestors: his grandfather Selim, a former AUB medical stu

dent, and his great-grandfather, scholar and writer Yusef Atiyah. Vartan 

Gregorian completed his secondary education in Beirut, and after earning 

his PhD degree at Stanford, he considered applying to teach at AUB, but 

there were no lines open then in the Department of History. In 1972 Peter 

jennings established the first television news bureau in the Middle East as 

ABC News bureau chief in Beirut and has since reported from all areas of 

the Arab world and beyond. Yo-Yo Mas connection with Lebanon and the 

Middle East is more tenuous, but in ancient times, one of the stops on the 

Silk Road route was the Mediterranean city of Tyre. 

Each of the four candidates wove praise for AUB into their acceptance 

speeches. Sir Michael described the University as a "beacon of enlighten- . 

ment in this troubled part of the world. " Citing his involvement in setting 

up the Center for Advanced Mathematics (he is a member of its 

International Advisory Committee), he said, "I hope the center will be one 

of the ways AUB will maintain and enhance its position as the leading 

educational establishment in the Middle East .. A great past deserves a 

great future. " 

Vartan Gregorian named the University as "one of the few oases in the 

Middle East that has chosen academic freedom , intellectual freedom , free

dom of speech, freedom of thought, and above all else, excellence in 

everything it does" and added that AUB serves "as a bridge between the 

Middle East and the rest of the world." 
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The admiration of Peter jennings for AUB is deeply personal. He talked 

about the profound effect that coming to know faculty members, stu

dents, and the campus thirty years ago had on the development of his 

own knowledge and understanding of the Middle East. He recalled how 

he and fellow journalist, john Chancellor, a former member of AUB's 

International Advisory Board, which j ennings now serves on , would take 

refuge in the beauty of the campus when depressed by the worsening sit

uation of Lebanon's war years. In his opinion, AUB was "one great thing 

the United States did in the Middle East." 

Yo-Yo Ma, before taking up his cello, dedicated his performance LO AUB: 

'Td love to play it as an offering to the amazing history and accomplish

ment of AUB ... not only as an offering, but also as a wish for the vision 

and courage and wisdom that we all collectively need LO continue with 

the work that lies ahead." 

H.E. Rafic Ha.iri, Yo- Yo Ma, and Peter jennings at the Marquand House lunch 
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At the small reception held outside the Assembly Hall following the cere

mony, many people 06cked around the popular and charismatic candi

dates, snapping photos and collecting autographs in their Honorary 

Doctorates brochures. "It was wonderful," said one staff member. "I got all 

four autographs twice-in two separate brochures!" 



Young Lebanese 
Musicians Learn 

Lessons 
from the Master 

Main Gate takes a front -row seat at the special 
master class held by celebrated cellist Yo- Yo Ma. 

For three talented and remarkably poised young Lebanese musicians, it 

was indeed the experience of a lifetime to be the only students in the 

master class held by world-famed cellist Yo-Yo Main the Assembly Hall 

on june 28. In Beirut for just a few days, the exuberant young musi

cian, often described as the greatest living cellist, had come to AUB to 

receive an honorary doctorate of humane letters. 

The master class program, sponsored by AUB, the American Embassy, 

the Lebanese National Conservatory, and CultureConnect (a U.S . State 

Department program for the improvement of global cross-cultural 

understanding), followed a preset format. Before a large audience , Yo

Yo Ma communicated intensely for 45 minutes with each of his stu

dents separately. Each young cellist was called upon to interpret two 

musical compositions for cello or cello and piano (with Olga Bolun on 

the piano), after which the master cellist gave advice on technique, 

style, emotional communication with the audience, and how to relate 

to both piano and orchestral accompaniment-and even to the concert 

hall space itself. 

Marking each session were the passion, energy, warm patience, and pro

found communication skills of Yo-Yo Ma. As he listened to each perform

ance, he moved around the hall, crouched near the stage, testing sounds 

from different angles. Mas communication with his young students was 

unceasingly vibrant: moving about rapidly in his shirtsleeves, he taught 

through body language as well as through questions and answers. On 

stage with each young cellist, Ma sang some notes and phrases, played a 

few bars on the piano, took up his bow and played with the student

always encouraging and sketching out techniques for improvement with 

his hands. He counted the beat and asked the audience to snap fingers 

and clap. He questioned his pupils and entertained questions from the 

audience-and everyone in the Assembly Hall actively participated. In 

constant conversation with the students, Ma stressed the need for musicians 
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to share their knowledge, saying that the musician must emphasize three 

main areas: musical content, communication, and audience reception. 

The youngest pupil , 13-year-old Sari Khalifeh , already a veteran of the con

cert hall , began the class with the Prelude from Bach's Suite No. 2 in D 

Minor, followed by the third movement ofF]. Haydns Concerto in C 

Major. Young Khalife, a student of Sarkis Kochkarian , started playing the 

cello at age seven. ln January of this year, he perfonned Camille Saint-Saens' 

Cello Concerto with the Lebanese National Symphony Orchestra. 

"Beau! Beau I Beau!" exclaimed Ma after young Khalifes performance, as he 

guided the student in French, asking questions, repeating phrases, and play

ing along with the budding cellist. Ma, in demanding understanding of the 

lightness of the music, asked Khalife if he liked sparkling water and to think 

of that while playing. Crouching directly in front of the player, Ma persuaded 

the boy to make eye contact with his audience. With each renewed phrase, 

the audience confirmed the growing depth of the performance. 

Ma turned next to 16-year-old ] ana Semaan, who played the second 

movement of Haydn's Concerto in C Major and David Poppers Etude 

Yo-Yo Ma interacts with audience during master class 
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Concertante from his Spinnlied. ln both English and French, Ma prompted 

the young musician to consider the relationship of her rendition with the 

piano accompanist, the orchestra, the audience, and with the hall itself. 

The most mature student, Nassib Ahmadieh, had already played with Yo

Yo Ma and an ensemble in Carnegie Hall last year. Currently a member of 

the Lebanese National Symphony Orchestra, Ahmadieh played the first 

movement of Antonin Dvorak's Concerto in B Minor and Bach's Suite No. 

1 in G Major. Ma led his pupil to consider in depth the values of notes 

and scales. "Know what you want the audience to know about the 

music," he said . For the many-faceted Ma, communication with the audi

ence appeared to be all. 

At the conclusion of the class, members of the audience rushed to the 

front of the hall and crowded around Yo-Yo Ma, begging for a word, an 

autograph, a shake of the maestros hand. 



More than a 
Stamp of Approval: 
AUB Receives 
Accreditation 

In June, AUB was granted 

accreditation by the Middle 

States .Commission on 

Higher Education. Monica 

Smith relates how the com

mitment of the AU B 

administration, students, 

and faculty alike ended in 

success-and opened new 

doors to self-growth. 

Associate Provost Nasr, Provost Heath, and Elizabeth Vermey 
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I 
twas a process that could have taken up to 

seven years to complete but took five. lt 

affinns the Amencan Umverstty of Beirut as 

one of the most distinguished universities in the 

Middle East and beyond. It imposed long hours 

of work on hundreds, who may have been ld t 

tired, but are now immensely energized. 

Accreditation by the Middle States Commission 

on Higher Education , which was accorded on 

June 25, 2004, constituted official recognition 

that the American University of Beirut is wor

thy of public confidence as an educational 

institution. "This stamp of approval is a major 

step in the on-going effort to improve and sus

tain the qua lity and integrity of the University's 

academic programs and services," said Provost 

Peter Heath . "AUB now joins the American 

University in Cairo and the American 

University of Sharjah as one of the only three 

universities in the Middle East currently 

accredited by regional accrediting bodies in the 

United States." 

AUB was granted its charter by the State of 

New York at its inception in 1863. What the 

University lacked, however, was educational 

accreditation . Since New York State is geo

graphically located within the Middle States 

region (which also includes New j ersey, 

Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, the District 

of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin 

Islands), AUB applied for accreditation by the 

Middle States Commission on Higher 

Education. 

Middle States accreditation is an expression of 

confidence in an institution's mission and its 

goals, resources, and performance, based on a 

review by educational peers assigned by the 

commission , following an extensive self-study 

undertaken by the applicant institution. 

Participating in the review of AUB were top 

faculty and administrators from several institu

tions, including j ohns Hopkins University, the 

American University in Cairo, New York 

University, and Princeton University. The 

accreditation affirms that the University has 

met the criteria set by the commission, includ

ing its past success in achieving its goals and the 

proven ability to continue to do so in the future. 
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"AUB is doing wonderful things," said George 

Santiago, the executive associate director of the 

Middle States Commission on Higher Education. 

He went even further to add , 'The school's 

location on the Mediterranean and the quality 

of its faculty and students make it the Ivy 
League school of the Middle East." 

The years of work involved in the process of 

securing accreditation were divided into stages. 

AUB began the process of applying for accredi

tation by preparing a pre-application review 

document substantiating how the institution 

fulfils eligibility requirements established by 

the Middle States Commission on Higher 

Education and submitting this document with 

a letter of intent to the commission in October 

of 2000. This was followed by the research for 

and preparation of a preliminary self-assess

ment document in support of its application 

for candidacy status, which was submitted to 

the Commission in March 2001. Upon assur

ance of that status, a Self-Study Steering 

Committee was formed , composed of represen

tatives of the different AUB faculties and 

administrative units and chaired by Provost 

Heath and Associate Provost Waddah Nasr as 

Vice Chair. It took another year to prepare the 

"Institutional Self-Study Design," which 

defined the nature, scope, and context of the 

final self-study document and was submitted 

to the Middle States Commission in May 2002. 

After that came the self-study p rocess itself and 

the preparation and completion of the final 

draft of the self-study report for submission to 

the commission for evaluation and peer review. 

At each stage, AUB was called upon to analyze 

and report on what it had done in the past, 

what it is doing now, and what it hopes to do 

in the future. Emphasis was placed on three 

pertinent questions: What is the institution try

ing to achieve? How is this realized? And how 

will its successes be assessed? 

The final self-study document included six 

appendices and was divided into fourteen insti

tutional areas that had been overseen by the 

same number of task teams headed by mem

bers of the Self-Study Steering Committee. The 

fi rst seven areas defined and examined the 

University's mission, goals and objectives, 

integrity, and institutional resources. The 

remaining seven addressed and assessed AUB's 

academic effectiveness, with a focus on such 

topics as student admission , student services, 

and faculty. 

The accreditation process was the first time in 

two generations that the AUB community had 

taken an active role in a comprehensive self

evaluation exercise. And the process has 

proven indispensable to AUB. As Heath 

remarked: "From 1956 until now, many 

reports were created to evaluate the University's 

progress, but it was always very much a top

down process. This time, AUB was not reacting 

to outside forces but working with people from 

the inside," adding that it was a bottom-up 

approach that was inclusive as well as interdis

ciplinary. 

So inclusive was the self-study, according to 

Elizabeth Vermey, adviser to the O ffice of 

Admissions and to the Self-Study Steering 

Committee, that it involved more than 200 

individuals, including trustees, administrators, 

faculty, staff, and students, who all worked 

hard to make the process meaningful and ben

eficial. "The coordination and commitment of 

everyone was really amazing," she said . 

"Everyone I spoke with said they had learned a 

great deal." 

This process of learning, according to Heath, 

was the real benefit of the years of work. 'The 

accreditation is a stamp of approval," he said. 

"But, in many ways, the process of self-study 

has been more important than the end it 

achieved . It has been an incredible growth 

process ... It has enabled us to learn things 

about ourselves that we would not have been 

able to learn otherwise." 

Associate Provost Nasr could not agree more. 

"Pursuing accreditation was an appropriate and 

excellent growth generator for the University," 

he said. Reflecting on the years of coordination 

and effort involved , Nasr emphasized that while 

the final accolade is important, the process in 

itself has been extremely beneficial and indis

pensable to the University's development. 



just one example of the required endeavors 

that led to change and growth was the creation 

of an overarching mission statement for the 

entire University, as well as statements for each 

department. "Although AUB has been mission

driven from its inception, as demonstrated by 

its commitment to certain values and ideals, 

the first time such a statement was written 

down was in 2000 at the beginning of the 

accreditation process," said Nasr, "and the 

course of action that emerged in doing so was 

invaluable." He added that the University and 

each department were not only required to cre

ate 'mission statements; they also had to evalu-

Mission Statement of the American 

University of Beirut 

AUB is a teaching-centered research univer

sity, convinced that excellence in teaching 

and research go hand-in-hand. lts mission 

is to enhance education, primarily the edu

cation of the peoples of the Middle East, to 

serve society through its educational func

tions, and to participate in the advance

ment of knowledge. AUB bases its educa

tional perspective and methods and its aca

demic organization on the American model 

of higher education. 

The university emphasizes scholarship that 

enables students to think for themselves, 

stresses academic excellence, and promotes 

high principles of character. lt aims to pro

duce men and women who are not only 

technically competent in their professional 

fields but also life-long learners who have 

breadth of vision, a sense of civic and 

moral responsibility, and devotion to the 

fundamental values of human life. The uni

versity believes in and encourages freedom 

of thought and expression. It expects, how

ever, that this freedom will be enjoyed in a 

spirit of integrity and with a full sense of 

responsibility. 

ate the ability of those statements to be realized 

and successfully implemented . 

The accreditation process also provided an 

opportunity for AUB to gain knowledge about 

the challenges other institutions face. "We 

became aware that we were neither behind nor 

in a situation where we needed to catch up," 

said Heath, refer.ring to institutions in the 

United States. "We learned that other universi

ties have problems very much like ours." 

Not only did AUB rise to the challenge; the 

work it produced was noted for being above 

the mark. Throughout the process, the com

mission praised the University for its remark

able zeal and candor. "Everyone was duly 

impressed by the manner and passion with 

which AUB addressed its reports and the self

study process," Santiago stated, adding that the 

commission was particularly impressed with 

the frankness displayed throughout the various 

stages. 

According to Heath, transparency in divulging 

information was vital. The self-study reports 

and other pertinent accreditation data were 

always made public with all reports and papers 

available on AUB's accreditation website. "lt 

was an opening up experience," said Heath. 

"All of the information was on the table. We 

were all in the same boat, working together, 

and this was clearly instrumental in achieving 

success 

That success, however, was almost postponed 

by a circumstantial obstacle that had to be 

overcome to undertake the final evaluation and 

peer review component of the accreditation 

process Not only did AUB have to face the 

challenge of being outside the United States; it 

also had to navigate around the travel advi

sories placed on Lebanon by the US 

Department of State, because the Commission's 

policy forbade visits by its members to coun

tries with such warnings. Video-conferencing 

between campus and the AUB New York 

Office-something the commission had never 

done before-became the ideal solution. "The 

University invested capital and resources into 

making the video-conferencing possible. Sure, 

there were a few glitches," said Santiago, "but 

the process was so successful that we will be 

using our experience with AUB as a model for 

future ventures when needed." 

The video-conferencing, said Santiago, is JUSt 

one example of the passion and initiative that 

AUB demonstrated throughout the process. "In 

fact, working with AUB was one of the most 

rewarding experiences in my six years of work

ing for the Middle States Commission," he 

remarked. 

While the praise and commendations have 

been wonderful, Heath was quick to point out 

that the University does have areas it needs to 

address, as mentioned in the commission's 

report. Specifically, Heath cited the need to 

strengthen strategic planning, governance, and 

student evaluations. The commission also 

called for an ongoing reexamination of AUB's 

mission statement to ensure it continues to 

reflect the institution accurately as it evolves. 

Finally, there was a recommendation that the 

University revise its liberal arts program to cre

ate more choices for students. 

The road to accred itation has set a course for 

continued growth-and there is no turning 

back. The University is now committed to 

undertake further self-study and peer review in 

the coming years, a process that is mandated to 

recur approximately five years after initial 

accreditation and every ten years thereafter to 

make sure it continues to meet the commis

sion's standards. 

Commenting on the invaluable experience, 

Nasr said, 'The climate of improvement and 

change achieved is indispensable." With an eye 

toward the future , he continued, "The chal

lenge now is to make full use of our new found 

knowledge. " 
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alumni profile II 

Out of 
Africa 

From Beirut to Lagos , Faysal M. EI-Khalil has become one of the 

leading entrepreneurs in West Africa. MainGate Coeditor Lynn 

Mahoney learns about his experiences and commitment to 

encouraging commerce at a local level. 
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" fS... B has had its flag flying in Nigeria for quite some time now," 

J;:=l:~~l M. EI-Khalil (BA '69) told me recently over an Arabic coffee 
in B ut. "The first AUBite who arrived here in the 1930s, Arif 

, happened to be my father's best friend . An interesting fel

low, he came to Nigeria and opened a successful string of movie 

theaters. " 

And so did I learn that for decades, Nigeria has been a destina

tion for many AUBites. They went there seeking commerce, per

haps a little adventure, and in the process, built a community with 

strong roots in Nigeria. EI-Khalil is no exception . 



As managing director of the Seven-Up Bottling Company of 

Lagos, he is in charge of the second largest soft drinks man

ufacturer in Nigeria and oversees a staff of close to 5,000. 

EI-Khalil is also group managing director of his family's busi

ness, which comprises the Seven-Up Bottling Company, 

along with Green Eagle Cork Seals (Nig .) Ltd., M. EI-Khalil & 

Sons (Properties) Ltd ., and Sunglass Limited. 

While work certainly keeps EI-Khalil busy, he has also been 

very active in community concerns, serving on the board of 

organizations such as the Fate Foundation, the Nigerian 

Economic Summit Group, the Lebanese Community School, the 

Nigerian-American Chamber of Commerce, and as past presi

dent of the Harvard Business School Association of Nigeria. 

"I've been in Nigeria for 35 years now. I joined my family's 

business, which was started by my father in 1926," he says 

modestly. "For some time, we remained firmly routed in 

Western Africa, but then started branching out to countries 

in sub-Sarahan Africa. We have a Pepsi bottling company in 

Tanzania and are looking at opening businesses in Uganda. " 

EI-Khalil notes there are many opportunities in Africa if one is 

keen on working there. "There is a lot of potential for growth, 

despite the somewhat harsh environment. It's not always the 

easiest continent to live in," he adds with a smile. 

EI-Khalil says that much of the outside world considers 

Nigeria a terrible place to do business. But he is quick to 

note that if one is determined to succeed, one can-which 

has been the experience of the Lebanese emigre communi

ty: "The Lebanese in Nigeria have done very well for them

selves, which seems to typify most Lebanese who emigrate. 

They may not have much capital at first , but they certainly 

have the knowledge, business savvy, and will to succeed." 

EI-Khalil moved to Nigeria and joined the family business 

after graduating from AUB. "I completed my BA in political 

studies in 1969, which was enjoyable but not applicable to 

my business. The quality of my education at AUB, however, 

was just terrific ." 

"Nigeria is an interesting place," EI-Khalil says of his adopt

ed home. "It is the most populated country in Africa and has 

huge potential-but it needs to get its act together." Since 

Nigeria's independence in 1960, EI-Khalil explains, the coun

try was ruled by a series of military dictators and the govern-
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ment was badly corrupted . "A new democratic government 

has been in place since 1999, but it is still fragile ," he says. 

"Religious and ethnic tensions are problematic issues. " 

Though rich in natural resources , he adds, Nigeria is man

agement poor. "Gas and oil resources are well developed

Nigeria is the sixth largest oil-producing country in the world 

and a chief exporter of oil to the United States," but despite 

its abundant resources, the country is plagued by an incred

ible amount of waste and corruption. "An often asked ques

tion is whether the wealth of oil is a blessing or a curse-and 

many say a curse, as the country's infrastructure is not yet 

ready to handle this resource." 

EI-Khalil neverthel~ss believes that with a combination of 

dedication and hard work, entrepreneurship can take root in 

Nigeria. He is on the board of a non-profit organization, the 

Fate Foundation , whose mission is to foster the accumulation 

of wealth by promoting business and entrepreneurial devel

opment among Nigerians. 

EI-Khalil is happily married and has four children. "One of 

my children went to AUB for a degree in graphic design and 

completed an MA at the School of Visual Arts in New York. 

The second got his BA from the Lebanese American 

University (LAU) and is currently working with me in Nigeria. 

Another is a graduate of Sarah Lawrence College and works 

with NGOs. And my youngest child is now at AUB as a 

freshman ," he says proudly. 

He reports that the AUB presence in Nigeria is active. "The 

Nigeria Alumni Branch is a diverse group of entrepreneurs; 

some are construction executives and others are in con

sumer products, like me. There are many young men, but 

few women with these companies. " 

"The AUB alumni in Nigeria are not just concerned with mak

ing money," he says; "they are very involved in the society." 

For example, many give of their time and money to help pro

mote public health awareness for diseases such as AIDS 

and river blindness. I do believe the alumni community has 

greatly contributed to the economy and society. They don't 

see themselves as being in Nigeria short-term, so they 

invest in their environment and make positive contributions." 
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/OUears 
School of Nursing 

100 years of Service and Training 

join in the Celebration 

To commemorate its 1 OOth anniversary, The School of Nursing 
has organized an array of programs throughout 2005 for alumni, 
colleagues, and friends to mark this impressive milestone. 

Some planned events: 

May 2005 
Workshops organized in conjunction with the 

Middle East Medical Assembly (MEMA) meeting 

May 12 
A commemoration of International Nurses Day, the birthday 
of Florence Nightingale 

june-july 
Homecoming activities organized by the AAA Nurses Chapter 
and the School of Nursing 

june 30-july 2 
An international scientific nursing conference 

july 2 
Gala dinner to honor AUB's pioneers in nursing 

October 6 
Closing anniversary lecture on the future of the School of Nursing 

Please join us as we celebrate 100 years of nursing education 
and look forward to the school's next centennial. And be sure 
to attend our highlight event-the international conference 
starting june 30, that ends with a gala celebration on July 2 
honoring AUB's pioneers in nursing. 

For more information on the School of Nursing anniversary 
programs and how to register, please visit our web page at 
http://staff.aub.edu.lb/ -webson/ 

Pioneeri11g Achievements 

and Global Vision 



alumni activities 

Alumni Activities Worldwide 

Lebanon 
A UB Alumni Association-New Officers On Board 

The new cou neil 

The new council of the AUB Alumni Association assumed office on June 

30: President Fawwaz Merhabi (BBA '79), Vice President George Azar 

(BE '78); Fadi Jumblatt (BA '84), Amer Suleiman (BS '91) , Ramzi 

Dumiany (BBA '84) , Ramzi Alamuddine (BBA '59, MBA '77), lhab Jizi 

(BS '79, MD '84), Munther Kuzayli (Pharmacy '63), Mohammad AI-Firikh 

(BSN '79), Tammam Jaroudi (BE '98), Muheyddine Dughan (BS '89, MS 

'92), and Sami Jabbur (former student). Mabrouk to all! 

The 2004 AAA Alumni Conference, organized by the Relations and 

Welfare Committee, was held April 22-24 at the Gefinor Rotana Hotel , 

Beirut. The conference opened with a panel discussion, "The Role of 

Alumni in Developing Investment Opportunities in Lebanon and the 

Middle East." Speakers included Majid Jumblat, vice governor of the 

Central Bank of Lebanon; Nehme Tohme, a parliamentarian and founder 

of Mabani Company; Abbas Khalaf, a former minister; and Joseph 

Tarabeh, president of the Federation of Arab Banks. 

Abbas Khalaf, Nihmeh Tohmeh, Majidjunblat,joseph Tarabeh, and Fawaz El-Mi•ibi at the conference 

The second session, "AUB Alumni Cultural Interaction with Arab and 

Middle East Societies," featured prominent AUB graduates: Samir 

Kreidieh , the AAA representative in Jeddah; Khaled Kotmeh , director of 

the Suad AI-Sabbah Publication Company of Kuwait; Ramzi Najjar, com

munications consultant; and Flare Majali, president of the AAA Jordan 

Branch. 

An impressive ceremony to bestow more than one honor was held at 

the AUB Assembly H_all on April 23 . Honors went to the AUB graduates 

of 1954 and 1979 on the occasion of their 50th and 25th anniversaries, 

respectively: to Dr. Suad AI-Sabbah, who was presented with an AAA 

shield of appreciation, and to Mr. Adra for having reached the 75th 

anniversary of his graduation. 

o, Suad Al-Sabbah 

Middle East 
Abu Dhabi 

More than 400 alumni and friends gathered together for the 17th Spring 

Ball of the Abu Dhabi Alumni branch, held on May 20. The theme of the 

gala was AUB's new Suliman S. Olayan School of Business, and fittingly 

there as the guest of honor was Khaled S. Olayan, son of Suliman. 

School of Business Dean George Najjar and Abu Dhabi branch 

President Mohamad Sleiman welcomed the guests. Sleiman, who 

opened the dinner with a word of thanks to the Abu Dhabi alumni and 

friends for their loyalty and continuous support, especially expressed 

appreciation to the committee members, past and present, for their 

dedication and hard work in organizing the annual event, which has 

helped raise over $2 million for the University since 1985. He reported 
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that in 2003-04 the Abu Dhabi Alumni Scholarship Fund had a return of 

around $100,000, and read extracts from a letter of gratitude from one 

of the student scholarship recipients . 

Khaled Olayan spoke of the immense pride of the Olayan family in hav

ing the name of their late father associated with AUB. While his father 

did not attend AUB, or any other university for that matter, he had very 

deep respect for the University and what it stood for. The senior Olayan 

sent his daughters to AUB for their education and also sought to help 

AUB meet its mission through his support of the business school. But 

he had to be persuaded to change his ~ind about accepting to have 

his name on the school , his son said , and the Olayan family is extremely 

appreciative of AUB for that. 

Kuwait 
The AUB alumni in Kuwait organized their first event of the year April 29 

at the new Palms Resort in Kuwait City. Greeting the guests as they 

arrived at the pre-dinner reception were AUB President John Waterbury, 

President of the Kuwaiti AUB Alumni Branch Faisal AI-Mutawa, and AUB 

Director of Development lmad Baalbaki. 

The evening 's program opened with welcoming remarks by President 

Mutawa, who thanked the guests for their support and informed them of 

the increased momentum that had characterized the organizing com

mittee's work during the past year. President Waterbury, in turn , thanked 

the attending alumni and friends for their loyalty and continued contri

butions to the University. He noted the increase in the number of AUB 

alumni from Kuwait (now close to 300) and said that the number of stu

dents from Kuwait presently enrolled at AUB stood at 40 nationals and 

100 residents. 

The special program planned by the organizing committee took every

one by surprise. It consisted of a most entertaining performance by 

AUB students of folk dances and comedy sketches from the Ziad 

Rahbani play, Nazi AI-Sourour. 

Total donations received from AUB alumni and friends in Kuwait since 

1998 have now topped $500,000. The proceeds of this year's function 

amounted to $20,000, all of which will be distributed to AUB students 

who qualify for financial aid. 

Oman 
The Oman chapter's festive Asian-themed dinner, held at the Grand 

Hyatt in Muscat on April 22, saw 275 alumni and friends in attendance. 

Guests were greeted with a Thai welcome of red flower petals and 

feasted on a sumptuous buffet of Asian delicacies. 

The program opened with a few words by Chapter President Kamil 

Harb, who also served as the evening's master of ceremonies. He told 

the gathering that it had taken much effort on the part of the alumni and 

friends in Oman to accomplish all that they had during the past decade, 

especially since they were a small group, but that it had all come out of 

their love of and loyalty to AUB. Vocalist Tania Assaf, in entertaining the 

guests, invited them to join in the singing, whereupon the American, 
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British, and German ambassadors all took turns in belting out a solo. 

Since 1992, the Oman Alumni Branch has donated close to $200,000 to 

AUB, out of which $75,000 went into an endowed scholarship fund. 

The Oman chapter's festive Asian-themed dinner 

Syria 
For the third consecutive year, the AUB Alumni Association of Syria held 

its annual gala, which was held in December 2003, at the historic Khan 

Assaad Basha in the Old Damascus district. The function opened with a 

pre-dinner reception, at which guests were welcomed by Syrian AAA 

President Abdul Salam Haykal. Speakers during the evening included 

alumni Lyne Ruslan , Mona Kanaan , and Abdullah Khani, along with 

President John Waterbury, who made a special trip to Damascus to 

attend. The evening featured live entertainment, a raffle for airline tick

ets, and an auction of a painting by prominent Syrian painter Mamdouh 

Kashlan. 

All proceeds of the event went to the Syrian Endowed Scholarship 

Fund, established by the Syrian branch in 2001 with an initial $15,300 

donation. This year, the AUB alumni and friends in Syria added another 

$26,600 to the fund. 

Qatar 
The AUB Alumni Association of Qatar celebrated its annual gala dinner 

at the Dana Club in Doha, with more than 500 loyal AUB alumni and 

friends in attendance and including the presence of AUB President 

John Waterbury and his wife Sarah. 

Master of ceremonies Rola Mufarrij, in welcoming the guests, proposed 

"redefining the word alumni" to include donors and friends of AUB as 

well as graduates and former students. In his welcoming remarks, 

Ghassan Ouaijan, president of the Qatar AAA. informed everyone that 

the number of alumni in Qatar had now reached a record 200. 



Ouaijan then handed President Waterbury a check for $70,000 to go to 

student financial aid, with $30,000 earmarked for the Qatar Alumni 

Scholarship Fund and the remaining $40,000 to be used to establish an 

endowment in the name of the Qatar AAA. By creating that endowment, 

AUB will benefit from the Dodge Foundation matching grant (of $1 for 

every $4 donated) and also insure a yield from the gift in perpetuity to 

financial aid. 

North America 

AANA Elects New Board of Directors 

At its annual meeting on June 17, the AUB Alumni Association of North 

American announced its new board of directors for 2004-05: May 

Rihani, president; Lina Jazi , vice president; John Makhoul, secretary; 

Wael Chehab, treasurer; and members-at-large Roula Baddoura, Diala 

Ezzeddine, Alexander Geha, Frederick Hayek, Leila Tarazi , and Bassam 

Zarkout. Cheers to all! 

Cardiology Alumni 
The second gathering of AUB alumni cardiologists took place at the 

American Heart Association meeting in Orlando, Florida, in November 

2003. Several AUBites got together for casual dining in the elegant set

ting of the Italian restaurant , Ciao ltalia. Though the group was small , 

the evening was memorable for its great food and pleasurable compa

ny. Those interested in such future gatherings and in participating in the 

formation of a professional chapter for AUB alumni cardiologists should 

e-mail Samer Dibs at samerdibsmd@yahoo.com or s-dibs@northwest

ern.edu. 

Greater Baltimore 
Members of the Greater Baltimore Chapter were treated to a visit by 

members of the AUB medical faculty, Drs. Kamal Badr, Ali Bazarbachi , 

Jaques Mokhbal, Ala' Sharara, Mahmoud Chocair, and Pierre Boukhalil. 

Over the dinner that was held in their honor, discussions centered on 

the relationship between the AUB Medical Center and Johns Hopkins 

1 of Greater Baltimore ga ther for a dinner with AUB Facu lty of Medicine professors. 
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Medical Institute. 

Dr. Maen Farha, in welcoming the guests. expressed the sense of grati

tude and belonging that AUB always evokes in its graduates. Dr. Nagi 

Khouri then presented a history of the evolving relationship between 

AUB and Hopkins. After an update on that relationship by Dr. Kamal 

Badr and comments by Dr. Mahmoud Chocair, the group spent a very 

pleasant social evening marked by the usual reminiscing that AU Bites 

so enjoy. 

Greater Houston 
On May 15, Dr. Ghassan and Mrs. Rania AI-Khatib Noureddine gra

ciously hosted a Moroccan dinner and meeting at their home in 

Pearland, where alumni and friends gathered to share thoughts and 

comments about past and future activities of the Houston chapter. The 

meeting lasted late into the evening and everyone enjoyed the wonder

ful home-cooked meal prepared by Rania. Special thanks to Rania and 

Ghassan for the great evening! 

The Greater Houston Chapter recently held elections for a new execu

tive committee, which will serve for two years as of June 2004. The 

committee is composed of Lina Jazi, president; Dima Abi-Said Suki, 

vice president; Hala Musallam Charafeddine, secretary; Chirine Soubra 

Ghaoui , treasurer; and Mona Maalouf Duna and Hitaf Jurdi Saad, mem

bers-at-large. Congratulations to alii 

AANA's 12th Biennial Convention will be held in Houston, Texas, 

September 30 through October 2, 2005. For further information, visit the 

Greater Houston chapter web page at www.aubhouston .com. And if you 

are interested in being on the convention committee or just helping out, 

please send an e-mail to info@aubhouston.com. 

Greater Washington 
On April 30, the chapter held its annual banquet dinner-cum-theater at 

the Marriott Hotel in Vienna, Virginia. Honored guest and speaker was 

Marsha J. Evans, president and CEO of the American Red Cross. 

Evan's inspiring speech was followed by a most enjoyable performance 

by Hexagon, Washington 's original political, satirical, musical, and com

edy review. After many hearty laughs, alumni and friends danced for 

hours to the lively beat of the Toronados band. 

Helen Muller, meanwhile, has been elected secretary of the Executive 

Committee of the AANA Greater Washington Chapter, for a term that will 

extend to June 30, 2005. Welcome aboard! 

Montreal 
The Montreal Alumni chapter held its first annual gala dinner on May 7 

at the Ritz Carlton in Montreal. The event was attended by more than 

200 alumni and friends and turned out to be a huge success. It attract

ed many prestigious guests, featured two dynamic speakers (Chapter 

President Donald Edde and keynote speaker Henri Habib), included an 

impressive art exhibition by I no AIGranti, and topped it all off with fine 

dining and live entertainment by talented singer Linda Thali. 

The evening began with a welcoming address by Dr. Edde, in which he 
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Montreal alumni and friends at the May 7 Gala at the Ritz Carlton. 

outlined the three goals of the Montreal Chapter of AANA: networking, 

improving the image of AUB graduates, and fundraising . He informed 

the audience that since June 2003 when the chapter was formed, it had 

organized five social events, created the innovative Young Wing 

Program with its panel of mentors, and established a fellowship fund at 

the AUB Faculty of Medicine. (For the text of Dr. Edde's speech , as well 

as photographs of the gala event, visit the chapter's website: 

www.aubalumnimontreal.com.) 

During the evening four distinguished Montreal-based alumni were rec

ognized for their notable professional achievements: Dr. Vazken Der 

Kaloustian, specialist in genetics and pediatrics; Khalil Ghalayini, senior 

vice president at CIBC Wood Gundy; William Spurr, president of North 

America for Bombardier Transportation; and Henry Habib, outstanding 

teacher and Middle East scholar. 

A letter of appreciation especially written by Ara Tekian, member of the 

AUB Board of Trustees and former president of AANA, was then pre-

(From left) Montreal Chapter President Donald Eddt and Vice President Mona Ghazzouri with 

chapter and AUB supporter Mr. Fares Fares, president of the Almassa Group of Companies, and 
his wife. 
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sented to Fares Fares , president of the Almassa Group of Companies, 

thanking him for his continuous support and generous donation. Fares, 

in complimenting the Montreal chapter for having organized a most suc

cessful gala dinner, specifically acknowledged Mona Ghazzouri and her 

organizing committee for their hard work and said, "This has been a 

unique event and hopefully more such functions will be organized in the 

future." 

The gala raised $14,000, all of which will go into the chapter's medical 

fellowship fund at AUB. 

From the Ottawa chapter's May 15 presentation by Slawomir Kowashi: a photo of a mosaic from a 
Byzantine Church or possibly from a monastery of the sixth century. Another mosaic at the site 
mentions Presbytir Thomas, Bishop of Sidon. 

Ottawa 
On June 6, the Ottawa chapter elected its new executive committee, 

which will serve for a two-year term as of July 1. Those elected were Elie 

Moussalli, president; Nada Tamim, vice president; Rita Chalabi, treasurer; 

and Dina Talhouk Abdel Khalek, secretary. Thanks go to the election com

mittee composed of Nouhad Hammad, Andre Skaff, Nabih Baasiri , Rafic 

Khalaf, and Asma Kabbara for their efficient organization of the election. 

One of the benefits of living in the capital city of Ottawa is that occasion

ally the AUB alumni living there will get to meet someone like Slawomir 

Kowalski, press officer and second secretary at the Polish Embassy, who 

is also an accomplished archaeologist with extensive experience in 

Lebanon and Syria. The alumni were given that opportunity on May 15, 

when they were treated to a fascinating slide lecture by Dr. Kowalski on 

the excavations in Beirut and Cheem in which he had participated. 



Psychiatry 
The annual gathering of the AANA Psychiatry Chapter was held during 

the American Psychological Assocation meeting in New York on May 3. 

During the luncheon gathering, Dr. Hagop Akiskal made a presentation 

which was followed by an open discussion. Also on the agenda, of course, 

was discussion of the chapter's mission and ways to implement it. 

Southern California 
The Southern California chapter elected a new board in June. It is com

posed of President Genane Maalouf (BBA '98) , who is a financial ana

lyst for the Business Unit of the Union Bank of California; Vice President 

Lydia Nassoura (BSN '82, MPH '87) , a former nurse at AUBMC, who is 

the mother of two teenage daughters and is active in charities; 

Secretary Dina Shahin (BA '99) , who is currently working as a project 

coordinator for a Southern California construction company; Treasurer 

Bilal Ouri (BS '95), who is an assistant controller at International 

Computer Graphics; Rani A. Saad (BECC '93) , member-at-large, who 

has been developing new businesses in software and telecom over the 

last ten years and is currently building a software venture, Synthean; 

Wafaa Safaoui Sbeti (BE '88), member-at-large, who had worked with 

AUB's Computing and Networking Services and recently moved to the 

Bay area to join one of the leading internet wireless companies there. 

Welcome aboard! 

Meet the new Southern California leadership' From left: Bila Ouri, treasurer; Cenane Maalouf, 
president; Wafaa Safawi, member-at-large; and Dina Shahin , secretary. Not present are Lydia 
Nassoura, vice-president; and Rani Saad, member-at-large. 
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An Interview with 
Professors Erica 
and Peter Dodd 

MainGate caught up with the Dodds when they were in Lebanon 

for several weeks this summer with three of their four children and 

two grandchildren. "We wanted them to come back to AUB and 

Lebanon to reconnect with their roots," said Erica. The family, all 

fluent speakers of Arabic , visited their favorite places in Lebanon 

and Syria, traveling to Aleppo, Damascus, and Mar Musa AI-

Habashi near Nebek. Highlights in Lebanon included a day with 

their old housekeeper in Surat, above Batroun; a visit to their 

beloved Chemlan, where they lived for many years; a return to 

the Oadisha Valley to again see the medieval frescoes there; and 

a performance of Turandot at the Beiteddine Festival. 
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When did you first arrive at AUB? 
Erica: Thats a tricky one to answer. We were both born in 

Beirut-at the AUB hospital, in fact-and both our fathers taught here, so 
we can say we arrived at AUB at birth. My father, Dr. W Douglas 
Cruikshank, came out to the hospital in 1919 to replace Dr. Dorman for 
one year, but stayed on until he died in 1950. l grew up in a house my 
father built over Archie Crawford's house on campus, the building to the 
northwest behind the Lee Observatory, since then usually occupied by the 
deans of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences. 

Peter: My family lived in a house with a garden on the south 
side of Bliss Street, just beyond the Edison Cinema. My father, Stuart 
Dodd, was professor of sociology. Both our families were evacuated during 
World War II, but we returned to Lebanon briefly after the war. 

Erica: We went back to the United States for university; I went 
to Wellesley and Peter to Princeton. He then took his PhD from Harvard, 
while l did mine at the Courtauld Institute of Art at the University of 
London. I used to remember Peter as that "little boy, little Peter Dodd" 
when we were growing up in Beirut, but things were different when we 
met in Washington in 1959 and married a year later. 

When did you start teaching at AUB? 
Peter: We came back to AUBin 1966, Ito the Department of 

Sociology and Anthropology and Erica to the Cultural Studies Program 
(now the Civilization Sequence Program}. Later she was based in the 
Department of History and Archaeology, but continued to teach part-time 
in CS. 

What is the biggest change you noticed at AUB? 
Peter: Peace! We left in '86. The most striking change is the 

openness of the campus. The heavy security of wartime AUB is gone, 
except for the fortifications at Marquand House. l hope they can change 
that soon. It's really a bad sign-emphasizes the cleavage between the 
administration and the rest of the University. There are still real concerns 
about security, but they appear to be much less than in the recent past. 



Erica: A tree is gone from the Marquand House garden-a 
beautiful jaca randa tree. And most of the snobars, the beauti ful pines, are 
gone from outside the museum . And then there are the brand new build
ings-College Hall and the new faculty apartment building. 

Peter: As for academic changes, I feel that AUB is not making 
the most of its opportunities. It has come back, and it:S much better-has 
good leadership and all those things, but somehow ... 

Erica: I was impressed with CS; they're doing a very good job 
there. CS was always outstanding, and although there have been some 
changes in the requirements, it still has some of the best courses. I've 
compared it with similar programs in the West, and as a basic course in 
the classics, it remains outstanding. 

What do you think your students remember most about your classes? 
Peter: They probably remember the research we did together. In 

the summer of 1967, we went down to j ordan and spent three weeks in 
the camps and in Amman interviewing Palestinians recently expelled from 
Palestine. I published a monograph and several papers on our studies. We 
did another project on the schools here in Lebanon, interviewing the stu
dents on their ideas about the future: vocations and family structure. 

Erica: I think my students probably remember, most of all , the 
trips we took all over Syria. We went everywhere: Bosra, the dead cities in 
northern Syria, and the early Islamic sites ... a lithe Umayyad palaces, the 
desert palaces, and of course all the Crusader castles and places like Anjar, 
Palmyra, and Mari. When we had extra space, faculty members from 
other departments came along. We ran the trips on a shoestring. 
Absolutely. A lot of it was camping. 

Are you still in touch with your former students? 
Erica: Oh, yes. And during these weeks we've been here in 

Beirut, we keep bumping into them on the streets, in the shops, on campus. 

Peter: Definitely. Some of the most able students I had in my 
sociology courses were the medical students. They had a very acute sense 
of society and were interested in sociology. They were motivated to reach 
out beyond the affiuent, to do something fo r their society. I wanted some 
understanding of this society at the time, and they gave it to me. Erica , of 
course, taught them in Cultural Studies. We're having dinner with some 
of them tonight. 

When did you leave AUB? 
Peter: I left twice--once in '74 to work with ESCWA in Beirut 

and Baghdad, but I was back at AUBin '83 . We both left during one of 
the most difficult years of the war-in 1986. We had our four children to 

worry about. Afterwards I spent ten years as director of the Fulbright 
Commission in Pakistan. Later we moved to British Columbia, where 
Erica joined the University of Victoria. 

What are you working on now? 
Erica: I've just published (after two years in press) a book I've 

been working on for the past 33 years, Medieval Painting in Lebanon 
(Wiesbaden: Reichert Verlag, 2004). Dr. Raif Nassi f of the Facul ty of 
Medicine visited the fTescoes with me and took the color photographs. 
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Actuall y, this current visit started wi th a conference in Damascus, where l 
gave a paper on Syrian frescoes. My next project is to publish the inscrip
tions of the Mosque of Wazir Khan in Lahore, Pakistan . I've always been 
interested in the way Islamic inscriptions are used as a focal point of dec
orations. I have enough material to get on wi th the writing, but I might 
want to go back there, if I can afford it. I'm keeping up my interests in 
Byzantine silve r, Arabic inscriptions, and frescoes (medieval paintings). 

I'm sti ll attached to the University of Victoria as adjunct professor in the 
history of art. I teach now and then, whenever they need me. I just com
pleted an academic study cruise around the world run by the University 
of Pittsburgh for 650 students. I like to keep up contact with young peo
ple. I am also a fellow at the Center for the Study of Religion and Society 
at the University of Victoria. 

Peters work is less formal, focused around advocacy on Middle Eastern , 
particularly Palestinian ; issues. He wri tes and lectures. He also teaches 
short , intensive Arabic courses in Victoria. 

What impact has AUB had on your lives? 
Erica: It is difficult to say that AUB had any impact on me. You 

can only say that l am AUB, since I was born in it, grew up in it, was a 
student in it , and spent more than twenty years teaching in it. By compar
ison, other places I've lived and worked in seem relatively unimportant. 

The greatest impact on me was the CS Program . Those classics come to 

me many, many times in my daily life, and I am grateful for the reading. 
In the West, classical programs like AUB's CS Program have had to give in 
to the demands of the students for commercial reasons, and most of the 
classical requirements have been done away with . If we really mean to 
produce leaders in the Arab world , they must know our real traditions
and theirs-not the stuff handed out by trendy fashion. 

When we first came back here to teach, we both thought that wi th our 
background we stood a good chance of making a contribution to East
West understanding. With our AUB backgrounds, we thought we had a 
chance to make a contribution here that we couldn't make elsewhere. We 
thought teaching at AUB would make our lives worth while, and it has. 

Peter: We both wanted to work on American understanding of 
the Middle East, the Arab world , the region-AUB:S region. The US 
understanding of this area is so limited and defective. AUB gave us the 
opportunity to work on that, to try to improve understanding. And we 
are still trying. 

AUB:S greatest impact on me came through interaction with fel
low facul ty members. There were the great men of the previous genera
tion, such as Constantine Zurayk, Nabih Faris, and Mella Akrawi. There 
were my contemporaries-too numerous to name individually. AUB has 
had-and still has-an unusual asset: its relatively small size. A faculty 
member can interact, in discussions, in joint teaching and joint research, 
wi th members of other departments and other faculties. The result is 
immensely beneficial. 
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1950s 

E. Maxine Bruhns (MA '54), 

currently director of the 

University of Piusburgh's 

Nationality Rooms and 

Intercultural Exchange Programs, 

was profiled in the June 6 issue 

of the Pittsburgh Tribune-Review in 

Pennsylvania. The article report

ed on her work with more than 

35 ethnic groups to maintain and 

create Nationality Rooms at the 

Cathedral of Learning, historic 

landmarks that perpetuate the 

cultures and traditions of the 

countries they represent. Bruhns 

also administers Pill's Summer 

Study Abroad Scholarship 

Program. 

Abdul Rahim Malhas (BS '59, 

MD '63) writes that following his 

graduation from AUB he worked 

as a general practitioner in the 

Department of Surgery at the 

Kuwait Chest Diseases Hospital , 

after which he joined the Royal 

Medical Services of the Jordanian 

Army, where he was surgical resi

dent and commanding officer of 

a medical regiment. He returned 

to AUBMC in 1970 for surgical 

training, then went to St. Marks 

Hospital in London for a training 

course in colo-rectal surgery and 

later returned to Amman to 

become chief surgeon at Mal has 

Hospital. In 1993 he was 

appointed Minister of Health of 

jordan. He now practices surgery 
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at several private hospitals in 

Amman. His wife Rosa Madi (BA 

'74) and daughter Ghadeer (MBA 

'01), are also proud AUBites, and 

his daughter Haneen is a Cornell 

graduate. 

1960s 

Nahla Assali (BA '60) of 

Palestine lectured at Black 

Mountain, Nonh Carolina, on 

March 28, as part of the 

"Jerusalem Women Speak: Three 

Women, Three Faiths, One 

Shared Vision," program organ

ized by Partners for Peace. Each 

o f the three women represented 

the Islamic, Christian , or j ewish 

faith. They had never met before 

and hoped that by going on tour 

together, they could show that 

peace is possible. Assali recently 

retired from Birzeit University's 

Depanmelll of English Language 

and Literature, where she had 

been a lecturer for 25 years. She 

is now working for children's 

rights as co-founder and chair of 

Project Loving Care. 

Arminee Choukassizian (MA 

'66) has been elected secretary 

of the Lebanese Graduates of 

British Universities. 

Choukassizian also holds an 

MPhil in Anglo-Irish studies 

from Queen Mary and Westfield 

College, University of London, 

in addition to her MA in English 

literature from AUB. 

Wadi Kadi (BA '65, MA '69, PhD 

'73), who is the Avalon 

Foundation Distinguished Service 

Professor of Islamic Studies in 

Near Eastern Languages and 

Civilizations at the University of 

Chicago, received the university's 

2004 Faculty Award for 

Excellence in Graduate Teaching. 

In honoring Kadi, Peter Dorn1an , 

chairman of Near Eastern 

Languages and Civilizations said: 

"lthink pan of the appeal she has 

for sLUdents comes out of her 

enormous competence in a wide 

range of Arabic literature and 

poeuy. She tends to treat her stu

dents as budding professionals, 

and she has the same standards 

for sLUdents as she has for col

leagues in the field." Kadi is the 

aULhor of ten books, including a 

number of primary text editions 

of Arabic manuscripts , and more 

than 50 articles. 

David Finely Moore (MA '65) 

lectured on "Issues of Iraq and 

the Gulf Area" at the Lenoir 

Public Library in North Carolina 

on june 24. A retired professor of 

Southern West Virginia 

Community College, Moore 

received his PhD in Arabic and 

linguistics from the University of 

North Carolina and was also an 

American foreign service officer 

with experience in Europe and 

Asia. He lived and worked in the 

Middle East for eight years, in 

teaching and training programs 

for the military forces in Saudi 

Arabia and Iraq. 

Cesar Narnmour (BBA '61) has a 

new book out: Amama al-Lawha 

On Front of the Painting), recently 

published by Dar Al-Founoun AI

Jamila Publications in Antelias. 

The book, in Arabic and profuse

ly illustrated, is a collection of 35 

lectures and reviews on Lebanese 

painters and their works, span

ning ammour's career as an an 

critic. 

1970s 

Bahige Baroudy (BS '72) was 

appointed vice president for drug 

discovery at Montreal-based 

Avance Pharma, formerly 

Phytobiotech, in April. He will be 

leading A vance's effort to create 

new drugs to combat infectious 

diseases and cancer. Baroudy 

earned a place on "The Scientific 

American 50" list as the top 

research leader of 2003 in the 

medical treatment category Most 

recently, he was group director of 

antiviral and antimicrobial thera

py at the Schering-Plough 

Research Institute. 

Abdul Rahman Buali (MS '74) 

was elected Shura Council mem

ber in Bahrain in March. Buali has 

had over 20 years of civil service 

experience, and his most recent 

position was as Health 



Undersecretary of Bahrain from 

1995 to 2000. After receiving his 

masters in public health at AUB, 

he worked as an assistant hospital 

administrator at what is now the 

Salmaniya Medical Complex, 

where he eventually became chief 

executive officer. ln 2000 Buali 

moved to the United States and 

earned a PhD from Clayton 

College of Natural Health in 

Alabama. 

Shadia Habbal (MS '73) was 

recen tly nominated for the Asian 

Woman of the Year Award for 

Professional Woman of 2004. She 

is currently a professor of solar 

terrestrial physics at the Institute 

of Mathematical and Physical 

Sciences at the University of 

Wales, Aberystwyth. Her research, 

which focuses on exploring the 

source of solar wind, combines 

theoretical studies with a wide 

range of observations made from 

spacecraft and ground-based 

instruments. Habbal has played a 

role in establishing NASA's solar 

probe mission , which if approved, 

will be the first spacecraft to actu

ally fly into the solar cornea. 

Los Angeles alumni and friends wast D.: Khalil Tabsh at the American Le/:lanese 
Medical Association ga la in his honor on May 29 

Khalil Tabsh (MD '74) was hon

ored by the American Lebanese 

Medical Association at a gala held 

on May 29 at the Beverly Hills 

Hotel in Los Angeles. Lebanese 

Minister Karam Karam, who was 

Tabsh's professor at AUB, was the 

guest of honor and keynote 

speaker. Many AUB medical 

alumni and friends were on hand 

to toast Tabsh's impressive 

achievements. The night before, 

Dr. Raja Srour (BS '65, MD '69) 

and Mrs. Srour hosted an elegant 

dinner at their home in Beverly 

Hills for Dr. and Mrs. Karam. 

1980s 

Amin Abou Ezzeddine (BA '86) 

writes that after nine years as edi

tor at the Emirates Center for 

Strategic Studies and Research in 

Abu Dhabi , he has now moved to 

Doha to work at the Al-j azeera 

Satellite Channel. Friends can 

reach him at 

ezzeddinea@aljazeera.net. 

Diala Ezzeddjne (BS '84) and her 

husband Hashim are delighted to 

announce the birth of their 

daughter Dunia Alexandra Sarkis , 

born on May18 at the New 

England Medical Center in Boston. 

11 classnotes 

AUB alumnus and faculty member Brigitte 
Khowy delivering the commencement speech 
lit the Pllcific Graduate School of Psychology 

Brigitte Khoury (BA '88) a clini

cal psychologist who is a member 

of the AUB Faculty of Medicine 

and the founding president of the 

Lebanese Psychological 

Association , delivered the com

mencement address at her alma 

mater, the Pacific Graduate 

School of Psychology in 

California, where she was award

ed an honorary doctorate degree 

on june 12. Speaking to the new 

graduates, she said : 'The chal

lenge that you will face is to be 

able to recognize individual dif

ferences and capitalize on individ

ual strengths, within the context 

of humaneness and the world as a 

small village. These are times 

when it is important to emphasize 

our similarities and minimize our 

differences, yet keep our individ

uality and cultural identity." 
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Rabih Khoury (BE '87), treasurer 

of the New York Metropolitan 

Alumni Chapter, married Nadine 

Kassem in Beirut on june 21. The 

couple spent their honeymoon in 

Africa before returning to New 

York City 

Alain Sabri (BS '88, MD '92) 

writes that after receiving his MD , 

he completed his surgical residen

cy at Georgetown University in 

1994. He went on to a research 

fellowship at Case Western 

Reserve University, followed by a 

residency in otorhinolaryngology 

(head and neck) surgery at the 

University Hospitals of Cleveland. 

Sabri then pursued subspecialty 

fellowship training in head and 

neck surgical oncology/recon

structive surge1y at Vanderbilt 

University and also completed 

another fellowship in 

otology/skull base surgery at the 

Ear Foundation in Nashvi lle, 

while holding an assistant profes

sorship at Vanderbilt. Since 2001 

he has been an assistant professor 

at the Mayo Clinic in Minnesota 

and is a member of the American 

College of Surgeons, the 

American Academy of 

Otolaryngology, and the American 

Head and Neck Society 
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1990s 

Sana Goulmeih (BA '94) and 

husband j oe Naoum welcomed a 

baby gi rl , Sophia, into the world 

on April 13. The happy family 

resides in Houston, Texas. 

Rami Harb (BS '92, MD '97) 

married Maya Charafedcl ine 

(BS '02) in june 2004 in Beirut. 

Both are on the staff of the AUB 

Medical Center, where Harb is a 

fellow in card iology and 

Charafeddine is a research assis

tant at the tumor registry. 

Paul Koder (BE '92), a wine spe

cialist, was profi led in the May 17 

issue of the Richmond Times

Dispatcher of Virginia. Koder 

founded Wine Trend Inc. 

(www.winetrend.com) in january, 

which specializes in wine consul

tations, private events, and cellar

ing programs. After graduating 

from AUB, he studied at the 

Cordon Bleu and Ritz Escoffier 

School in Paris, as well as at the 

Wine and Spirit Education Trust 

in London. He also worked as a 

negotiator between importers and 

wineries, helping track down rare 

wines and offering suggestions on 

wines for differem occasions. 

Jamal Merhy (MD '95), an imer

nal medicine specialist and 

endocrinologist, was named the 

new medical director of the 

Diabetes Center in Ashland, 

Kentucky in April. She had 

completed a residency at the 

University of Rochester and a 

fe llowship at the Marshall 

University School of Medicine. 

Victor Fuad Nasreddine (BS '96, 

MS '98) successf·ully completed 

his PhD in physical chemistry at 

McGill University in Montreal in 

2003 and is now working as a 

senior research scientist with 

Bayer Canada. 

Bassem Safadi (MD '92) and 

Leila Kabalan (BA '98) are pleased 

to announce the birth of their son 

Samer on March 31. Bassem is a 

surgeon at Stanford University 

and the family lives in Palo Alto, 

California. 

2000s 

Nadine Kabbani (BB '00) left the 

accounting staff of The 

Washingtonian Magazine in 

Washington, DC in july to pursue 

an MBA at Oxford University in 

England. Kabbani grew up in 

Saudi Arabia and says she would 

like LO get into venture capital, 

product marketing, or mergers 

and acquisitions after completi ng 

her MBA. 



Zalfa Ali Ahmad (MD '82) died on May ll, 2004. She was 47. Her 

friend Sam ira Atallah writes that for many of Zalfa's friends and family, 

she remains at the center of their universe. For ten years, she battled a 

cruel illness that finally claimed her tired body, but never d id she lose 

her beau tifu l spirit nor her immense ability to give, to love, and to care. 

She left her adoring husband Nimr Abboud, her loving family, and her 

devoted friends, patients, and colleagues in deep sorrow and sadness. 

Zalfa was born in Beirut in 1957 and grew up in Nabatieh, where she 

attended the National Evangelical School until1974. She finished her 

high school studies at International College before enrolling at AUB, 

where she earned her MD in 1982 and completed her residency in der

matology in 1985. From 1987 to 1989, Dr. Ahmad worked at Al-Salam 

Hospi tal in Saada, Yemen. In 1991, she set up her private clinic at the 

Gefinor Center in Beirut and soon became one of the most respected 

dermatologists in the country. Throughout her career, Dr. Ahmad was 

also affiliated with various medical centers in Lebanon and the United 

States, including most recently the United Medical Group in Lebanon. 

Attalah writes that Zalfa, in being "confronted prematurely with her 

imminent mortality, embraced life peacefully and patiently, yearning to 

learn more, to share, and to always remind us that 'in simplicity lies life's 

genuine beauty."' 

Nazar Yeznick Davidian (MD '48) died on june 5, 2004 in Mount Sinai 

Medical Center in New York City. A specialist in internal medicine in Essex 

County, New jersey, Dr. Davidian maintained an office in Newark for over 

fifty years. He served on the staff of several hospitals in the Newark area 

before retiring in 2000. Fluent in five languages, he was a captain in the 

US Army Medical Corps in Germany during the Korean War. 

He is survived by his wife Taquhi, their sons Yeznick Douglas, Richard, 

and Winston, and their daughter, Christina. 

Mohammad Makhzourni (BA '43, BS '45) died on August 3, 2003 in 

Beirut. After completing his undergraduate studies at AUB, Makhzourni 

went on to earn an MS with honors from Michigan University in 1947. 

He then returned to Iraq to spend more than 40 years teaching in the 

Department of Civil Engineering at Baghdad University, where he was 

named professor emeritus in 1985. He was elected head of the Iraqi 

Order of Engineers and served as the Iraqi representative in the 

Confederation of Arab Contractors. Makhzoumi also served as the 

Honorary Swedish Consul General in Iraq for almost thirty years, from 

1964 to 1992. In appreciation for his work, the Swedish government 

bestowed the Commander of the Order of the Polar Star on him in 1984. 

During his long and distinguished career in Iraq, Makhzoumi and the 

company that he founded undertook a number of important engineering 

projects there with international consulting firms, among them the 

Karbala Water Treatment Plant, the Baghdad-Kirkuk-Motorway, the 

Gulbenkian People's Stadium, the Diyala Dam, the Kadhimiya Industrial 

Compound, and the Dora Housing Compound. 

II in memoriam 

He is survived by his wife Saniha Amin Zaki , their son Hasan, who is a 

doctor in Baltimore, Maryland , and their daughter jala, an architect and 

associate professor of landscape design and eco-management at AUB. 

Father Luke-Ramzi Malik (BA '43, MA '73) died on October 23, 2003. 

He was 88. Born in Btirram, Al-Koura in 1916, Malik migrated with his 

family to Egypt, where he lived from 1923 to 1938. After several years of 

teaching in Iraq, he enrolled in AUB in 1941 , where he majored in phi

losophy. In 1944, he joined the teaching staff of AUB; but a year later 

while sitting in West Hall, he fe ll into a meditative state and was sudden

ly engulfed by an intense vision foretelling the reconciliation and gather

ing of the children of Abraham. He thereupon spent the rest of his life 

serving and writing about that vision. Malik became a Dominican priest 

in 1951 and served the Church in France, West Germany, Lebanon, and 

the United States. During his years in Lebanon, he once again enrolled at 

AUB to study Arabic, in which he earned his MA in 1973. Throughout 

his lifetime, Father Luke wrote over twenty-five books in Arabic, English, 

French, and German, some of which are avai lable at the jafet Library. 

Nael Martini (BS '51, MD '55) died in june 2004. Born in Aleppo, Syria, 

Martini attended Aleppo College before transferring to AUB to undertake 

his medical studies and earn his MD. Dr. Martini completed his residen

cy at St. Lukes Hospital in Chicago and then returned to Syria to prac

tice in Aleppo for five years. In 1968, he immigrated to the United 

States, where he joined the staff of Memorial-Sloane Kettering in New 

York City. ln 1975, he was appointed chief of thoracic service in the 

Department of Surgery, a position he held for over 15 years. During his 

tenure, he held many teaching positions, including that of director of 

Surgical Education. His legacies to medicine are significant, among them 

his innovations in treatment modalities, which continue to prolong the 

lives of lung cancer patients, as well as his years of dedication to teaching 

the art and science of medicine to hundreds of young physicians. 

Dr. Martini is survived by his wife Robin and their children, jenny, 

Suzanne, and john. 

Rafic Melhem (BS '51, MD '55), distinguished pediatric radiologist, died 

on june 18, 2004. He was 72. Born on May 4, 1932, in Kfarhazir, Al

Koura , Melhem completed his high school education in Tripoli, after 

which he enrolled in AUB, where he earned his MD in 1955. After two 

years of residency in radiology at the AUB Medical Center, he spent two 

years at the jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia and at the Ohio 

State University Hospital (where he also served as an instructor). Upon 

returning to Lebanon in 1960, he joined AUB as an instructor in radiolo

gy and subsequently rose in the ranks to become full professor in 1974. 

He served as chairman of the Radiology Department from 1968 until 

1986, when the war prompted his departure from Lebanon. 

In the United States, he and his family settled in Mobile, Alabama, where 

he became professor of radiology and chief of pediatric radiology at the 

University of South Alabama School of Medicine. He remained there 

until his return to Lebanon and AUBin 1997. 
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in memoriam II 

Dr. Melhem was a renowned pediatric rad iologist. He made more than 

45 conuibutions to world literature in the field of radiology and trained 

generations of radiologists in Lebanon and in the United States. He 

received a number of honors and awards during his lifetime, among 

them the Lebanese Order of the Cedars (1972) and fellowships in the 

Ame1ican College of Radiology (1972) and the Royal College of 

Radiologists (1986). In addition , he twice received the Excellence in 

Teaching Award of the USA Radiology Residents (in 1994 and 1996). 

Dr. Mel hem will be remembered for his strong personality and distinc

ti ve voice- and especially for his rough exterior, which, for those who 

knew him well , hid a deep concern for and commitment to the educa

tion of medical studems and residents, as well as an unwavering devo

tion to his alma mater. The Iauer became most manifest during his stay 

in Alabama, where he mobilized the Lebanese-American community to 

work for AUB. 

Dr. Melhem is survived by his wife Muna and their three children , Rania, 

Elias, and Nada. 

Emile Wadih Nasrallah (BE '43) died on April 20, 2004. He was 83. 

Born in Zahleh in 1921, Nasrallah wem to the United States in 1946 

soon after receiving his AUB degree in civil engineering to study at 

California Polytechnic, where he earned degrees in aeronautical engi

neering and aircraft and engine maimenance. He worked in ew York 

umil 195 1, then returned to Lebanon to become chief engineer [or 

Middle East Airlines from 1951 to 1966. During that period, he pub

lished a book on aircraft maintenance and also taught engineering 

courses at the Lebanese University. From 1966 to 1986, Nasrallah 

worked as production manager in Lipoul , a poultry business. 

He is survived by his wife Suha (BA '60) and his five children: Ranya 

(BS in Agriculture '85 ; MA '03), Wadih (BE '85), Rula (BE '88), Maya 

(BA '90), and Tony (currently enrolled in the History Department) . 

Yusif Sayigh (BBA '38, MA '52) renowned economic expert and former 

faculty member, died on May 11 , 2004. Born in Palestine in 1916, 

Sayigh earned his BA in business administration and his MA in econom

ics from AUB. After earning his PhD in political economy from johns 

Hopkins University in 1957, he was appointed assistam professor at 

AUB's Department of Economics. He was promoted to full professor 

in 1963, and was direcwr of the Economic Research Institute at AUB in 

1963-64. He remained a professor at AUB until 1975, when he took 

early retirement. Sayigh was visiting research associate at Harvard 

University jointly with the Center for International Affairs and the Center 

for Middle Eastern Studies (1959-60) and was also a visiting associate 

professor at Princeton University (1960). In 1984-85 he was honored as 

Distinguished Visiting Scholar at the Oxford Institute for Energy Studies, 

and was named senior associate member of St. Amhony's College at 

Oxford Unive rsity. 
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Yusif Sayigh was an assiduous researcher and writer, with 15 books to 

his credit (of which the 2-volume study, The Economies of the Arab World 
and Determinants of Arab Economic Development, is the best known), as 

well as 40 journal articles (in English) and numerous others in Arabic. 

His main field of specialization was economic development in the Arab 

wo rld , but he also wrote about oil, the Lebanese economy, the Israeli 

economy, and Arab economic imegration. 

In 1964-65, on sabbatical leave from AUB, Sayigh served as adviser lO 

the Planning Board of Kuwait, drawing up a fi ve-year developmem plan 

for the coumry. After retiring from AUB, he served as consultant lO the 

O rganization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries, the Arab Fund for 

Economic and Social Development , the League of Arab States, FAO, and 

the Arab Industrial Developmem Organization. He was a member of the 

Board of Trustees of the Center for Arab Unity Studies since 1976, and of 

the Economic Research Forum for the Arab Countries, Iran, and Turkey 

from 1993 to 1996. He also served as president of the Arab Society for 

Economic Research from 1992 to 1995. In 1993 he supervised a $12 

billion, seven-year economic plan for building the new nation of 

Palestine. 

He is survived by his wife Rosemary and their three children, Yezid , 

joumana, and Faris. 

Georgiana Stevens (member of the AUB lmernational Advisory 

Council ) died in April 2004, just six months short of her lOOth birthday. 

She was known as a spirited and energetic write r on the Middle East and 

spent twenty-five years as a correspondent for The Atlantic and The 

Economist. In recent years, she became better known as a philanthropist, 

contributing generously to AUB and many other institutions. Stevens was 

born in Dallas, Oregon, to the pioneering Gerlinger family, founders of 

Willamette Industries, one of the largest lumber firms in the United 

States. She attended the University of California/Berkeley in the 1920s, 

developed a life- long attachment to the Bay area, and made it her 

permanent home base. 

Shortly after graduating, she met Harley Stevens, who was practicing law 

with the firm of Pillsbury Madison & Sutro (now Pillsbury Winthrop 

LLP). The firm assigned Stevens to Standard Oil Company of California, 

which wok the couple to Saudi Arabia. During World War !!, Mr. 

Stevens joined the Office of Strategic Services and Mrs. Stevens worked 

on an OSS project. In 1947, the Stevenses moved to Beirut, where he 

worked with the American Independent Oil Company. It was in Beirut 

that Mrs. Stevens developed her love for the Middle East and became a 

correspondent. In the 1950s, the couple returned to California and 

became active in the World Affai rs Council of Northern California. After 

Mr. Stevens died in 1959, Mrs. Stevens continued writing about the 

Middle East and became a board member of the Near East Foundation 

and a member of the AUB International Advisory Board. 








